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ssiossers’ Notice.

iereby given that the subscrii been appointed by the Hon.
s, Judge of Probate for the
c, Commissioners to receive
e claims of the several creditof
R. HUBBARD, Esq.
I, in said County, deceased,
solvent—We, therefore, give
lonths are allowed from the
nary instant, for said creditors
trove their claims, and that
:o said duty at the office of
, Esquire, in Sanford, on the
he present and the last Mone following months, from one
the afternoon on each of said
□RER,
WERS ( Commissioners,
ary 5, 1838.

’(liaia’s Sale.
i license from the Hon. Win.
Judge of Probate for the
, I shall sell at Public Auclinj; house on the premises
■’ Rufus Hatch, in Wells, in
York, on the sixth day of
t ten o’clock in the forenoon,
ed acres of excellent LAND,
>d with Mowing, 'Pillage,
od Land—it being a part of
inn of Nathaniel Littlefield,
d now the property of Abiminor and heir of said Na«
nd is bounded easterly by
Jttlefield and Japhet Storer,
lands of Mrs. Lydia Hatch
?ral,' and made to suit pur-.
1 security will be required».
TOREK, Guardian to
said Abigail Littlefield.,
ary 1, 1838.

Notice.

ive to my son, James A,
me tijl he arrives to the ags
?ars, and I agree to Jay no
ire earnings, fie being at lih-manage for himself. Andi
e that 1 shall pay no debts of
f’ter this date.
GIDEON COOK.
26, 1837.________ _

Notice.

e enclosure of the subsen«
November last, a young
crop from the rightearand
. The owner is requested
, pay charges and take her
DM DEL MILLER, Jun.
rt, January 7, 1838.

ting Stove.

ibove Stoves are offered for
subscriber. These stoves,
es of cooking, saving of lasurpassed by none in exist«
>r particulars inquire of Dr.
lliam Hackett of this place.
PORTER HALL
ec. 13, 1837.

PE BLACKING-—believed
?st article of the kind in the
ale by
D. REMICH«

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1838.

No. 39.

Bennetjuntc (SiaKttf,

into convulsions ; but the action is not to'
Neto Slone Cutting Machine. — Until
•Maine Legislature.
Several petitions and remonstrances came from
be considered as of a physical nature. We' the past week we have been prevented, bv
the Senate and were referred in concurrence.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
cannot perceive that it depends upon an y one thing or another, from calling to examinek
SENATE.
Petitions presented and ref erred—IOf LimJ AMES K. REMICH.
communicated fluid, but it appears to be
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
ington Academy for aid—of R. G. Lincoln et al.
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. of a moral nature, and to operate through the stone cutting machine which has lately,
Sundry petitions from the House were refer for publication and distribution of the Annual
been put in successful operation in this town.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
fecnool returns.
the medium of the imagination. It is an It is the invention of our ingenious fellow red, and orders passed, in concurrence.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
^orlon presented the credentials of John
Mr. Ham, from the committee on Primary
action
which
is
almost
always
productive
Interest will be chargecB’on all subscriptions which
citizen, Adin Holbrook, Esq., assisted by Schools, reported leave to withdraw on petition Wehb, Representative elect from the District of
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No of dangerous consequences, which can never Mr. William Eayresja practical stone cutter,
of William Vance étals, fora High School and I ittsfield, &c , who was qualified and admitted to
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub be admitted into philosophy, and which it
a seat in tbe House,
by whom the machine is jointly owned,and a Bank at Readfield—accepted,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Mr Parris presented the following order.
is
useful
to
be
acquainted
with
merely
for
Papers
from
the
House
relative
to
Ebenezer
f he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
who have taken measures to secure a S. Greeley were received, and ordered to lie up Ordered, That--------------- — be a committee
any error in anj’ advertisement beyond the amount the purpose of being able to guard against its patent.
on the table.
*
charged for its insertion.
. s
u.fe to In9uire whether the Central
effects. Magnetism will not, however, be
The machine, though simple in its prin Mr. Greene from the Committee on Banks Bank of Hallowell or the Cumberland Bank of
without its advantages to that philosophy ciples, is quite complicated in its details, and Banking reported legislation inexpedient on • ortland, have violated a law afthis Stato pass
MISCELLANEOUS
which condemns it, as it furnishes us with but yet not liable to get out of order. An a “ bill to establish the Bank of the State of ed March 19, 1836, prohibiting the ©mission and
circulation of bills under tho denomination of
an additional fact in the history of the errors attempt of ours to give a? scientific descrip Maine.” Accepted.
and also to inquire if these Banks have, by
On motion of Mr. Boutelle,
ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
of the human mind, and exhibits a most tion of it, would be useless—if we can in
That the committee on the Judicia any other acts, violated their chartered powers,
Animal Magnetism is attracting so much interesting example of the power of the im common language give an idea of its con ry Ordered,
inquire as to the expediency of giving arttmal with power to send for persons and papers, and
report their proceedings to this House without
attention on all sides, that we have thought agination.”
struction and operation,4>ur purpose will be salaries to the several County Attendes, Also, delay.
as to the expediency of exempting townsÀfrom
our readers might like to have a summary
This ample investigation put an end to answered.
Sundry amendments were offered to tho above
the payment of costs in cases of indictmitots jtfor ■
of what has already been done in relation animal magnetism for some time. Nothing
order, which, after debate, were withdrawn. An
In the first place, the hammers of chisels defective high ways.
' Y
to it : this is its history. In 1777, or ’78, a remained about it except a popular farce, are placed in a heavy stout frame-work—or
amendment was then proposed by Mr.Norton of
On motion of Mr. Smarts
&
German physician, by the name of Mesmer, and even that was getting obsolete when harness, as it is technically called—and so
Ordered, That the Joint Standing Committee C .nann and the order and amendment laid on
table and made the order for ten o’clock to
got his head turned by star gazing, and Perkins took his metallic tractors over to arranged as at all times to play into a com on the Militia be instructed to inquire into the the
morrow.
went beyond the old astrologers in some England from America, and then the won mon centre, below which they cannot go, expediency of so altering the Militia laws ofthe
State, as to entitle every officer, non-commis
fancies about planetary influences. From der started up in a new shape, till Dr. no matter towhat angle they may be ele sioned
officer, and private, to one dollar for his
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
this, he launched out into a theory of mag Haygarth banished it by a scientific pamph vated. This of course secures a perfectly services at Regimental reviews in lieu ofthe fif Petitions presented and referred—Of Mark Trafton
netism. He considered it as a fluid of na let, and our own countryman, Thomas even surface. The chisels are four feet in ty cents now allowed by law Also, to make it et als. for an Ac t of incorporation—of W. Oaks et als.
for alteration of Militia laws—of A. P. Holman et als.
ture almost etherial, and capable, from its Green Fessenden, by a satirical poem. length, and weigh about 25 pounds each. the duty of commandants of companies, to call —
R. A. Martin et als.—R. K. Packard et als.—A.
out their respective companies two halfdays in
tenuity, of filling, even to the minutest This was about thirty years ago : but some These are raised, by means of a cam wheel, each
Cummings
et als.—Gorham Greely et als.—Cony Fos
year, for the purpose of practising experi
pores, every part of the universe, not al seven years since, it broke out afresh in to a given height, when they are forced down mental gunnery, entitled to no other pay than ter et als.-Samuel Wood et als,—Prudence Thurston
als.—of Henry Davidson et als.—ef William J. Sher
ready pre-occupied by grosser matter. He Paris, where the principal college df phy by powerful spiral springs, which act upon may be considered advisable to give as a premi et
man et als.--of John Sinnel et als.—of Warren Rice
et als —of Ephraim Woodard et als. praying for repeal
regarded it as the primary source of motion sicians and surgeons passed a formal vote In the head of each. The harness is con um to the best marksmen.
The Senate joined Messrs. Steward, Higgins, of License Law.
and sensation ;—he deemed human bodies its favor.
structed so as to be raised or lowered with and Jacques, to the Joint committee on accounts The remonstrance of the inhabitants of Kingfield atobe capable of receiving and of accumu
It is just now beginning to be the rage in the utmost facility by means of a crank, in presented for bounty on wheat.
gainst petition for a new County, was presented and
lating it ; and of transmitting it at a distance its original shape here in America; and we creasing or diminishing the angle of the di Mr. Ham from the committee on bills in sec referred.
Lord from the committee to whom was referred
from one to another, without the necessity ourselves expect soon to be furnished with rection in which the blow is given, ajj cir ond reading reported a Resolve repealing a Re theMr.petition
of Jacob Allen, reported that petitioners
entitled a “ a Resolve for paying the mem
have leave to bring in a bill—accepted.
of any sort of connecting medium ; and an opportunity of witnessing experiments cumstances may require. The harness solve
bers of the Legislature in gold and silver”_
An order from the Senate referring the different
that, by means of it, wonderful cures might which are about to be made in it, and with ;also has a traverse -motion, which ef which was once read and to-morrow assigned. portions
of the Governor’s address to appropriate com
be wrought. Nevertheless, he admitted which we shall take care to acquaint our fectually prevents any ridges or inequalities
Adjourned.
mittees, and the House concurred.
Agreeably to the order of the House, the Secretary
that it required some peculiarity of consti readers—N. Y. Sunday Morning News.
which might otherwise be left between the
of State laid upon the table all the information receiv
THURSDAY, FEB 1.
tution to receive its effect, and that there
several chisels. The springs are so inge A message was received from the Governor, trans ed al his office relative to the second arrest of E. S.
were persons over whom it could exercise
The Comet.—Is it not a grand and vast niously arranged that the blow is always mitting a copy of Resolutions of the Legislatures of Greeley, by the authorities of New Brunswick.
Delesdernier presented said Greeley’s authority
no power.
conception that this wan and misty orb equal whether the position of the chisel be Massachusetts and New Hampshire, relative to the forMr.
taking the census in 1837, and the same were both
franking
privilege,
which
were
referred
to
a
joint
seMesmer could not manage the Germans has been travelling swifter than the swiftest perpendicular, or at its utmost depression. j. dr» t,
°
...............
to the committee on the North EasternBoun( I .. —ofi* . ftMessrs.
A---------------__ _ FN
wx........ «—- referred
lect commitlee, consisting
Emery, Randall
dary.
upon this matter ; so he went to France, cannon-ball, through the dim realms of T hey are also at perfect command, acting and
Woodman, with such as the House may’join.
On
motion
of Mr. Sawyer of Brooks, Ordered, that
and reached Paris at the very time when that space, since our Saviour slept in the manger with greater or less force, in proportion as Orders passed instructing the appropriate committees a joint select committee,
consisting on the part of the
to
inquire
into
the
expediency
of
reporting
a
resolve
au

city was maddest for new systems of every at Bethlehem, and the Star in the East lit the quantity of stone to be taken off is great
House of Messrs. Sawyer, Hanscomb of China, Mc
thorising
Hampden
and nunc,
Howe, ue
be appoiniea
appointed
.
othe State Treasurer to rpay
./ the portion ofthe Millan, Hamlin of ijaniuucii
sort. He gave out that he could cure a its fires for the Wise Men’s eyes? Is it er or less. I he stone to be hewn passes Surplus Revenue to all towns which have not received (to consider the.expediency of amending
the law for the
number of diseases by applying magnetism not like Divinity, that power of Astro under the chisels upon a carriage similar to H ot altering or modifying the law relative to the support and regulation of mills.
transfer of shares in ihe manufacturing corporations_
Passed to be engrossed—the bill relating to the ad
to the body, or by exciting its action in nomic prophecy, which pierced the curtains the common saw mill.
of authorizing town Treasurers, in collecting taxes in mission of Attorney’s—resolve for the purchase and dis
bodies where it already existed, but was of the future, and foretold the event of this
certain
cases,
to
have
the
benefit
of
the
Trustee
Pro

tribution of the Register of Maine—resolve on the pe
1 he machine when completed, is to have
—ofmaking farther provisions by law relative to tition of Jacob Allen.
dormant. He gathered around him all the blazing world ? Looks it not like sharing three sets of chisels —the first for slabbing, cess
town schools.
Agreeably to assignment tbe two Houses met m
apparatus of charlatanism. He had a piano attributes with Omnipotence, and 4 cir are five eighths of an inch in width ; the sec The Committee on Roads and Bridges, reported Convention
at half past 11 o’clock; for the purpose of
in action, and sometimes caused it to be cumventing God ?’ And when this gener ond for cutting down, dr more perfectly level leave to withdraw on petition of certain persons relative filling the vacancy in the Senate occasioned by the
to the harnessing of single sleighs.
death
of
the
Hon. Lucius Barnard,—and a committee
accompanied with the voice : considering ation shall be slumbering in the dust, that ling the surface, are two inches; so that a
was appointed to receive, sort, and count the votes.
sound as an exciter or concentrator of the predicted orb will again stream its ‘ horrid rough stone passes in at one end, and comes
The Constitutional .candidates being Joseph Cargill and
FRIDAY, FEB. 2.
Geo. Rogers. The Committee having attended to the
magnetic virtue. He placed his patients hair’ across our sky. When the lover who out at the other finished in the most perfect
Mr. Randall, from the committee on Turn •dnty, reported the whole number of voles to be 180.
around a sort of chest, .with iron rods so has now looked at it with his mistress shall manner, by a single operation, and in a very pikes and Canals, reported order of notice on the
Necessary to a choice.
91
moveable as readily to be directed towards become a patriarch among his children ; short time. It is now arranged for plain petition of Dominicus Jordan, which was accept
Joseph Cargill has
176
George Rogers
g
every part of the human frame. He made when the child now lisping its early in stones only, the chisels being of equal ed.
Wales Hubbard
j
Fletcher from the committee on Roads
them take'a chain in their hands, and then quiries of the wandering star, shall tell the length; but by making them of different andMr.
Blank
j
Bridges, reported leave Jo withdraw on the
pawed them, or figured around them, or tale in after years, to some grand-babe, and proper lengths, and in proper shape, petition of J. Hubbard et als.’—accepted.
Whereupon Joseph Cargill was declared duly elect
pointed at them ; thus producing the same throned on her knee,—then the comet mouldings and cornices may be made in the
Sundry orders caine from the House, and ed, and the convention separated.
Mr. Appleton presented an order granting permission
were referred in concurrence.
species of effect as pointing the finger pro will come again ! What changes—what nicest manner.
to the Maine State Anti-Slavery Society to occupy
Petition
presented
and
referred— Of Direct tbe Representatives’ Hall for a public meeting to-mor
duces upon a person who has just been tick revolutions—what convulsions of states and
Thus much for its construction — of its ors of Ticonic Bank for leave to issue small bills. row evening.
led.
empires—will chance ere then! My soul operation we can speak in more intelligible
The bill entitled an additional act concernino'
Mr. Norton moved that th/order be laid upon the
These manoeuvres brought about extra expands into a sense of sublimity, as I re terms. Its success has been demonstrated the public money apportioned to the State of table.
Mr. Appleton hoped the order would not be thus
ordinary results. Some wept, some laugh flect on the vast world of events between. to the satisfaction of all who have witnessed Maine, was taken up, and the question was on disposed
of. He knew of no reason why the same
passing the bill to be engrossed.
ed, some shrieked, some were stupified, How many ties will be severed,—how its operation, including our best mechanics,
courtesy
should not be extended to this Society that
Mr. Emery moved to amend the bill by insert
some convulsed ; but what is strangest of many hearts be broken,—how many tears and many practical stone cutters. A com ing in the 15th line to the effect that the money was shown to any other. It would be recollected that
leave had been granted to Mr. Ladd to deliver a lec
all, some were actually cured. Perhaps the be shed ! Yet while on earth these vicis mittee of the Boston Mechanics’ Associa should be divided according to the enumeration ture here this evening on the subject of Peace, and he
of!837,
and
that
persons
should
receive
their
hoped the gentleman would give his reasons for refus
cures by the queer contortions of the Indian situdes will advene and vanish, in that far tion have examined it, and express their
in the towns where they had been ing this request. True the subject of slavery was an
doctors with their mystical robes, and rat element above and around us, this luminous utmost confidence in its success, and are very proportions
exciting one, but it should nevertheless be met.
enumerated, which was adopted.
tles, and shouts, are wrought upon the globe shall wander with its train,—flashing anxious to have a model exhibited at the Fair
Intolerance never was, and never r3ill be a wise
Another motion to amend was made, debated,
mode of suppressing the error if it be o.ie, and he had
same principle. \Ve recommend this idea and glowing through the fields of immensity. in September. We hope the proprietors and rejected, 10 to 13.
much
rather the house should deny the request altogeth
The bill was laid on the table.
to the scrutiny of Mr. Catlin. But what Thought itself,—imagination in her boldest will do themselves the justice to gratify
On motion of Mr. Boutelle, the order from the er, than they should lay the order on the table.
ever might have been the cause, of one great flight—sinks with wearied wing, unable to them. The work which has been done Hoose, appointing a joint select committee to in Mr. Delesdernier was in favor of laying the order on
the table. He considered that this society entertained
effect there was no room left for doubling. grasp the stupendous, boundless theme ! with it thus far is excellent. An evil which quire whether the Central Bank in Hallowell, opinions
hostile to the best interests of the Country. It
Mesmer made a vast fortune. All other Truly said the ancient minstrel
When might have been feared—the breaking off and the Bank of Cumberland in Portland, had was composed of a class of men with whom he was not
violated
the
law
prohibiting
the
emission
of
small
acquainted,
but for whom he had no respect, and who
doctors were deserted. The new miracle I survey the heavens, the work of thy fin the corners, and leaving them in a rough bills, was taken up.
ought not to be admitted to hold their meetings within
was brought under tbe notice of the French gers—the moon and the stars which thou state—is entirely obviated; no man can
excitement
On motion of Mr. Ham, the order was so a- this Hall, for the purpose of increasing
government. A remonstrance produced hast ordained —then Isay, what is man, make a more perfect corner with hand tools, mended as to direct the committee to report to which had already become alarming to the Country,
and
which
threatened
the
dissolution
even
of
tbe Union
the
Legislature.
the appointment of eight commissioners to that thou art mindful of him, or the son of than does this machine. It is an important
itself.
Mr. Dumont moved to amend by striking out
examine the subject ; the most prominent man that thou visitest him ?”
Mr.
Vose
said
he
was
astonished
at
the
motion to
tact, that the saving in the wear of tools is “ joint select committee,” and inserting “"com lay the order on the table.
among whom were five members of the
Knickerbocker.
very great. The chisels, with once sharp mittee on Banks and Banking,” and after some Mr. Kimball of Lebanon was opposed to granting
academy of science, Bailly, De Roy, De
ening, will cut a length of 75 or 80 feet of discussion the amendment was adopted, and the the use of the Hall to any society, but as leave had al
same, on motion of Mr. Greene, was laid upon ready been granted in one instance, he saw no reason
Beoy, Lavoisier, and our own Franklin,
You may observe that when a man hard granite.
the table. Adj.
for making any distinction. The question to be sure is
The results of their investigation were spends his leisure hours abroad, it is at the
The present machine cuts but two feet
an exciting one, and one upon which there was a great
----- 0^0—
published at the time in an able manner, expense of his family. While
T..........he is at the in width, but they may be made to cut any
diversity of opinion ; but this was also the case on the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
subject of Peacej and probably the gentleman who pro
which was attributed to Franklin. Mes club or the tavern, his boy or girl is seek width which may be desired.
poses to lecture upon that subject this evening, found
MONDAY, JAN 29.
mer was indignant at the course which had ing out-of-door connexions. The great
The machine is about being removed to The Committee on Banks and Banking were but few who agreed with him in his opinions of defen
been taken in appointing a commission, school of juvenile vice is in the street. Amoskeag, where they have a large con directed to inquire into the expediency of passing sive war. He thought equal privileges should be ex
to all, and should therefore vote against the
and would riot personally aid the scrutiny. Here the urchin while he “ knuckles tract, and where its usefulness will be fully a law prohibiting all Bank corporations from ma tended
motion.
A pupil of his, however, Delson, afforded down at taw” learns the vulgar oath, or. tested.—Nashua Telegraph.
king a dividend till they resume specie payments,
Mr, Holmes said, he should be ashamed to have it
and from redeeming bills except at their own appear on the Journal, that the members of this society
every facility. They found that the effects the putred obscenity. For one lesson at the
counters—and to inquire what proportion of spe haying for their object the emancipation of human
protnised were actually produced. They fireside, he has a dozen in the kennel.
The Rev. Mr. Evans of C-------- was cie to their bills they should have in their vaults, beings from a state of slavery and degradation, were
found even that haemorrhage from the lungs Here are scattered the seeds of falsehood,
refused the privilege of expressing their,-sentiments in
very
strict
to mark the transgressions of his and when it is probable they will resume.
this House. He hoped we should knock’off the shack
.and the stomach, in some cases arose from gambling, theft and violence. 1 pray you
On
motion
of
Mr.
Kimball
an
order
waspassI
les
of prejudice and intolerance, which had too long
lhe process. But they found also by as you love your own flesh and blood, make parishioners, and to visit them with whole ed to the following purport—
j governed us upon this subject.
some
advice.
Mr.
F
--------had
been
means .of. the magnetic needle and the your children cling to the hearth, stone.
That the same committee inquire into the ex- , The debate was continued by several other gentle
-electrometer, that no proper magnetism or Love home yourself; sink your roots spinning it out at an ale house, and was pediency of providing by law, that the illegiti, men.
On motion of Mr. Vose the question was then taken
electricity was actually evolved : “ that deeply among your domestic treasures ; set reeling it home, when seeing Mr. E. ap mate child be entitled to the same privileges of |by yeas and nays and decided in the affirmative as
inheritance from its mother as legitimate chil followsproaching,
he
thought
to
get
over
the
fence,
ihefd was,” says the account,£< no per an example in (his, as in all things which
dren.
Feas.--Ayer, Brackett, Brooks. G, W. Came,
ceptible operation upon any of the senses, your offspring may follow.—The garden and thus avoid a lecture from the parson,_
On motion of Mr. Lord of Limington,
Cook.G. S. Lord, Mildram, O’Brien, Paine, Patten,
but
his
strength
failing
him,
he
leaned
himself
«nor were they, as bystanders, affected in plant seems to have accomplished its great
Ordered, That the same committee inquire into Shapleigh and I’owle. &c.~99.
Nays.—York—Frisbee, Hobbs, Hight, Hersey, Jor
any way whatever.” They noticed, at the work and is content to wither, when it has against the fence, and awaited the approach the expediency 6fgiving to all persons who may dan,
Kimball and J. Lord, &C.--66.
be
employed
to
c.utand
haul
pine
timber,
design

ofthe
divine
with
the
resignation
of
a
phi

same time, that the patients most violently matured the fruit for the next race—learn
Agreeably to assignment the order introduced by
ed for the market, a lien on said timber for pay
losopher.
Mr.
Evans
coming
up,
exclaimaffected, were generally hysterical and igno a lesson from the plant.
Mr, Parris, for the appointment of a committee of the
ment.
—i£ I am astonished, Mr. F------ , to
House to inquire whether the Central Bank of Hallow
rant women. The commissioners allowed
On motion of Mr. Norton,
Newark Daily Adv.
ell
and the Bank of Cumberland at Portland had viola
see you so out of the way.” lt Ah, my dear
Ordered, That the same committee inquire ted the law by the emission of small bills, tee. together
themselves to be magnetised, but without
sir,
”
replied
Mr.
F
--------,
»1
am
not
so
into
the
expediency
of
giving
by
law
to
with the amendment of Mr, Norton for a Joint Select
the process producing any effect. They
Female Society—“ In the conversation
the owners of logs and timber a claim on the
was taken up.
.bandaged the eyes of the patients, and ob of ladies,” says Flecnoe, a writer of Charles far out of the way as I meanf to have beenN mills and owners of mills for the value of such Committee,
Mr. Delesdernier moved to amend by inserting after
Portsmouth
News.
served that when they could not see the the second’s lime, “ as in an academy of
logs and timber as may be manufactured there Portland “ all violations of any other Banks, which
in withoutthe consent of the owners of the same. may reach the ear of the Committee ”
magnetic rods, they were no longer con virtue, I did learn nothing but goodness—
Mr. Partis accepted both amendments, and the order
scious even of their being pointed at them, saw nothing but nobleness, and one might
Remedy for Rheumatic Affection.— On motion of Mr. Moulton,
then passed without a division.
Ordered,
That
the
same
committee
inquire
in

although invariably strongly affected in all as well be drunk in a rhrystal fountain, as Mr. Coxp, in the 5th volume of his Travels
On motion of Mr. Sheldon, the Bill relating to the
to the expediency of so altering the law
former instances at whatever point the rods to have any evil thoughts whilst in their in Poland, mentions that the peasants of that County Commissioners shall receive for Small Bill Law was taken up, and Thursday at ten
o’clock assigned for the 3d reading of the same.
were turned
when visible. They ob company, which I shall always remember Norway use the following remedy as ef their services $2 instead of $3 per day as they On motion of Mr. Prescott. Ordered, That the Com
served, too, that 11 it not unfrequently hap as the happiest and innocentest part of my fectual in rheumatic cases : They prepare now do.
mittee on the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into
The report of the Commissioners appointed to th6 expediency of repealing, or altering or modifying
pened that the convulsions and other crit
a decoction of oak leaves in beer, and apply revise
the Statutes, came from the Senate refer the present usury law, with the view of a substitute,
ical changes, were induced, or at least had
a cloth, dipped in it, to the part affecteif. red. House concur.
which shall more effectually restrain the taking or re
ceiving of unlawful interest for the forbearance of mon
begun to manifest themselves, before the
This
remedy
is
unquestionably
harmless
Admonition.—The baptismal admoni
Message from the Senate proposing» Conven ey
in this State. Adj. to 9 to-morrow.
operator had entered upon his manipula tion of the Hindoos, is as impressive on and, for aught we know, effectual.
tion tomorrow at 11 o’clock for the purpose of
filling the vacancy in that body occasioned by
tions.” Repeated experiments led them to the by-standers as it is beautiful !
Lit
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
the death of the Hon. Lucius Barnard of Lincoln,
the decision, with which the admirable tle babe ; thou enterdst the world weep
Pope’s oath was, ‘ God mend me.’ A and informing the House that Joseph Cargill
The
committee
appointed
on the order rela
report winds up in the following words : — ing, while all around you smiled ;—con link boy, to whom he had refused a penny, and George Rogers are the constitutional candi ting to the bounty on wheat
are as follows :
Man possesses the power of acting trive so to live, that you may depart in looking at his diminutive crooked stature, dates. House concurred.
Messrs. Garcelon, Marble, Ayer, Turner and
Leave to withdraw was granted on petition of Ingalls.
upon his fellow-creatures, of agitating smiles, whilst all around you weep.”
cried out,1 God mend you, indeed! It John Newbegin et al. in concurrence with the
On motion of Mr. Bradbury,
<heir nerves, and of even throwing then)
Old paper.
would be less trouble to make a new one,’ Senate.
Ordered, That the committee on the JudiciaAND MAINE PALLADIUM,

j

MONDAY, JAN. 29.
ry inquire into the expediency of providing by ’ to whom was referred an order and a resolve , tion of the sale of ardent spirit—of sundry in- • Webster ordered to be printed. Mr. Knight [
law that the Wardens of cities and the Select- , relating to the time of holding the annual State habitants of the town of Wells, for the repeal ¡presented the Resolutions ot the Legislature | The President, by message, communicated
re- of the small bill law—of Samuel Weston etj' of
ui mi.uuu-i9iaii.u
Rhode Island ttgciiijdi
against .uitj
the bu
sub-treasury
u-uuustiiy bill
uni. a report from the Secretary of State, with the
men of towns and Assessors of plantations, be Election..................
and the silting of the _ Legislature,, re
jj The land pre-emption bill was taken up 1! diplomatic correspondence not heretofore
required to keep a check list of voters at the an | ported that legislation was inexpedient, and als. for same object.
j
the
same
was
accepted.
nual elections, under a penalty of----- dollars.
Messrs. Belcher, Cargill, and Greene, were on the third reading and debated' to a late'j communicated on the subjects of the imj An order came from the Senate to appoint a joined in concurrence to the joint select com- ■ hour. Messrs. White, Walker, Clay of Ken
On motion of Mjr. Weeks of New Sharon.
! prisonment of Greeley in Maine, and the
some
de

the
Militia
draftsman
to
the
committees
but
after
Ordered, That the committee on t.._ ......... ------------mittee on petition of the city of Portland t el- ■ tucky, Davis, Webster. Linn, Young, Sevier, | North Eastern Boundary.
The report does
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of bate the House refused to concur,
ative to holding real estate.
and Clay of Ala., took part in the debate. not indicate the nature of the correspondpassing an additional act, governing and disci
Order for the appointment of a joint select • The bill was finally passed by a vote of 30 to ence, and the latter has not yet reached us.
plining the militia so as to prevent any ridicu
MONDAY, FEB. 5.
committee.to contract with some suitable per 18, viz :
I The memorial of the Cherokee Chiefs, prolous proceeding calculated to bring the militia
On motion of Mr. Smith of Vmalhaven,
son to perform the duties of draftsman to the
Yeas—-iue&suB.
Messrs. Allen,
Benton, Brown,
ziiicn,
ueniou,
orovvu, 'testing against what
...... they
.......j allege to be a frau..............
into contempt.
Ordered,
That
lhe
Committee
on
State
j
i standing committees, came from the House Buchanan,i, Cuthbert,
The following gentlemen compose the com
Clay of Ala., Fulton, dulent” treaty - with the Cherokees, was laid
~
Lands
be
directed
to
inquire
into
the
expedii
! refused a passage. The Senate insist on their I Grundy, Hubbard, King,
mittee on the part of lhe House to take into con- j
.. __ ' Linn,
■ _ j Lumpkin
on the table by a vote of 122 to 96.—The
sideration so much of the Governor’s message as j ency of autlrniizing and directing the Land former vote, and appoint conferees, consist-1 __
Norvell Mississippi election was then taken up and
Lyon, Mouton, .............
Nicholas, Niles, ||
Agent
to
procure
from
lhe
Land
Office
of
relates to the currency :—
!
ing on their part of Messrs. Greene, Dumont Pierce, Robinson, Sevier,’ Smith'of Conn.’, debated during the rest of the session.
Massachusetis
a
copy
of
the
plans
and
sur

Messrs. Vose, Reed, Delesdernier, Hight,
and Robinson of Hancock.
Tipton,
Walker, Webster,'
Sawyer, Dunlap and Doane.
I veys of alllslands in this State and a schedule ;' The Order from the House relative to the Tallmadge,
TUESDAY, JAN 30.
White, Williams, Wright, Young—30.
|
Committee on so much of the Governor’s of all the Islands sold by Massachusetts, de-'
!
examination
into
the
doings
of
the
Cumber_
_
___
_
______
Nays—Messrs. Bayard, Calhoun, __Clay of : Several bills were reported. Among them
message as relates to the assumption of power : signating when and to whom sold, and to de
The House
by self-constituted bodies of men to punish sup- j posit the same in the Land Offices at Au- i; land and Central Banks was taken up and Kv.,7 Clay"ton/Crittenden,’ Davis, ’ McKean, Was « bill to increase the army.
further amended, and passed.
Merrick, Morris, Prentiss, Preston, Roane, resumed the consideration of Mr. Adams’s
posed evils, and to lhe liberty of speech — Messrs ■ gusta and Bangor.
Robbins, Smith of Indiana, Southard, Spence, resolution relative to the Gorostiza pamphlet.
Kimball, O’Brien of Warren, Appleton, Dun
Report on petition of J. Herrick, granting
TUESDAY, FEB. 6.
can, Carle, Mitchell, and Ingalls.
sub
Swift and Wail_ 18.
Mr. Adams addressed the.House on the subleave
to
bring
in
a
bill
was
accepted,
ami
the
Petitions, fye presented and referred—PQ\.\ject, but before he had cdficluded his remarks
Petitions and orders from the House refer
bill
was
read
twice
and
to-morrow
at
ten
o
’

tions of inhabitants ot Chandlerville for altera
the orders of the day were called. TheMisWEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
red and passed in concurrence.
tion of the Constitution relative to the Judicial clock assigned.
Mr. Rives, from the Naval Committee, ^'PP' election quesiiot was again taken up,
Finally Passed.—Resolve authorizing a, Petition .presented and referred
. ,. —
. offJoseph
. tenure—of George Campbell et al.—of D, Dun
| Howard et als. for the repeal of the License made a report asking to be discharged from ; and iVlr; Legare addressed the House in supbar, Jr. et al—of D. A, Richardson et al.—of laon in behalf ot the State.
the further consideration of the petitions for | P”11
t*ie elami ot the sitting members.
Petitions presented and referred—of Luther ■ Eaw.
Josiah Merrow et al , all praying for the repeal
pi ’-3«
rrorn the
tne governor
iransmnuug the completion of the Raritan frigate. The i
Evans spoke in reply to Mr. Legare and
“
• —of Sarah Lowell et als.—of I Message from
Governor transmitting
of the license law—of Skowhegan Bank tor Rrnr-I-Pt
certaindocuments relative to State Prison ; Chair announced the special order of the day, ' cjhers, and in support ot the claimants. Mr.
leave to issue small bills-—of city authorities of T'/pHpI Robinson pt als —of David Surin^er
Portland for an alteration in tha act to prevent pt Ms ofG Vonn" et ah for reoeal of Lire^H,redto the Standing Committee on that i the sub-treasury bill. The bill was taken up, ¡Cushman.demanded the previous question,
the introduction of paupers from foreign parts— j cense l aw-ot Bank of Old Town fo, leave ' subject.
and Mr. Wright entered into an exposition of but withdrew u at the request of Mr. Wise,
of N. Smart et al. for alteration in School laws to
i^ue
small
bills
__ _ Insurance I| Agreeably
AixrAAnblv tn
his
motion,
on Saturday,
Saturday« Mr.
Mr. I the
iIia principles
nrinrinlps of
of it,
it. and into
intn an
«n argument
ni’aninpnt in
ini who intiinated that Mr. Prentiss was desirto
issue
small
bilks-of
Bangor
to
his
motion
on
—of Hayes Tuttle et al. for repeal of small bill
ous of replying to some of the arguments
favour
of
it.
Company
for
extension
of
time
to
pav
their
2d
i
Prince
moved
to
take
up
the
Surplus
Bill,
law—of Isaac W. Britton el al. for alteration in
which had been advanced in the course of
When
he
had
concluded,
Mr.
Webster
instalinenr.
’
■
an<
*
l
b
at
l
l
,e
Senate
reconsider
the
vote
Militia law—of Selectmen of Temple for new
The Secretary of State came in and laid ; whereby it was passed to be engrossed, and took the floor, but it being late in the day, the the debate. Mr. Premiss, after having ad
County—of Thomas Edes, Jr. et al.—of Merrill
dressed the House fora short time, gave way
Woodman et al.—of L. Chase et al —of S. Bur upon the table the report of the Bank Com- that it be recommitted to the Committee, Senate adjourned.
to a motion for adjournment.
on
motion
of
Mr.
Fox
1000
with
instructions
to
report
a
new
Bill
with
leigh et al—of W. Frost et al —of J. S. Keith et missioners. And
.
■
i to ibe -printed
■---- 1 for- -ithe 'certain provisions AVhich he had prepared as
al —of J Haskell et al., all praying that the copies were ordered
THURSDAY, FEB 1.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31.
Banks be required to pay their notes on demand use ®f the Legislature.
| amendments. The motion to reconsiderand
The consideration of the Sub-Treasury
The
select
committee
to whom was refer
at all business hours on all business days.
recommit
prevailed.
A petition was presented from Win. Ladd
Bill was resumed. Mr. Webster opposed it
The House resumed the consideration of the
The Resolve authorizing the. Secretary of in an eloquent speech, which occupied near red the difference between the sergeanv-atto
a
Congress
of
Nations.
relating
Bill, entitled an Act additional, concerning the
Mr. Hodsden moved that it be laid on the State to procure sundry copies of a Register ly the whole session. The blanks for the arms, and the Bank of the Metropolis, rela
Surplus Revenue money.
of Maine for 1838, was reported by the com salaries of the Receivers General were filled tive to the alleged deficit of $3,886 71, in a
Mr. Hamlin withdrew the amendment propos table and printed.
The motion to lay on the table and print mittee on bills in the second reading, with a- for New York with $3000, and for the three quantity of specie drawn by him at the extra
ed by him when the subject was last under dis
was withdrawn and the petition referred to a mendments, which were severally adopted.
others $2500. On motion of Mr. Calhoun, session, reported that they had come to the
cussion.
The Resolve was further amended on mo the 21st section, relating to the disposal of conclusion that the fault was with lhe bank.
Several amendments were offered and reject Joint Select Committee, consisting on the
ed. The previous question was demanded and part of the House, of Messrs. Dunlap, Tenny, tion of Mr. Mildram, by inserting a proviso the surplus revenue, was struck out—yeas The bank officers immediately paid the sum
in dispute. The committee was discharged
that they should be ready for delivery by the 24, nays 13. The Senate then adjourned.
the main question ordered to be put, 118 to 49.
McCrlllis. Appleton and McMillan.
from the further consideration of whe subject.
On motion of Mr. Goodenow the yeas and
On motion of Mr. Delesdernier, the order 20th inst.
nays were ordered on the main question—shall introduced by him, authorising the Governor
Alter a short speech from Mr. Adams, again
Mr. Emery moved its indefinite postpone
FRIDAY,
FEB.
2.
the bill pass to a third reading ? and it was decid
on the resolution relative to the Gorostiza
ment. The Register if printed would not be
to
send
a
special
Agent
to
demand
the
release
A
report
was
received
from
the
Treasury
ed as follows : —
pamphlet, the House took up the Mississippi
ofE. S. Greeley from nprisonment in the likely to contain a true list of the officers of
Yeas— York—Ayer, Brackett, Brooks, Came, province of New Brunswick, was taken up. this Slate. If he could judge from recent in Department on the subject of the $100,000, election case, and Mr. Prentiss rose and pro
retained
by
the
Bank
of
the
United
States
as
Cook, Frisbee, Hobbs, Hersey, Jordan, Kimball,
Mr. Sheldon moved that the order be laid dications, there would be very few persons damages on the protested draft, for the ceeded in his argument in reply to his oppo
James Lord, G S. Lord, Mildram. O’Brien,
now holding offices, in their “ shoes” three French Indemnity. Two thousand copies of nents. When he had concluded, Mr. Cushupon
the table.
Paine, Patten, Shapleigh, &c.—141.
man moved the previous question. On mo
Upon this motion a discussion arose, in months hence.
Mays—York—Hight, &c—26
this report, and that on the Commonwealth
Mr. Dumont thought there was much foun Bank, were ordered to be printed. A report tion, a call of the House was ordered. Sev
which Messrs. Delesdernier, Sheldon and
So the bill was passed to a third reading.
The committee on bills in the third reading Webster, participated—at the conclusion of dation for the forebodings of the gentleman and documents from the Commissioner of eral absentees were called, of whom nine
subsequently reported the bill without amend which the order was laid on the table till to from Penobscot. 1Í'h\s feelings on the sub Pensions, were received and ordered to be were excused by a vote of the House ; three
ment, and the question came up on its passage to morrow.
ject could be carried out, there would not printed. Mr. Williams offered a resolution others afterwards came in. Further pro
be engrossed.
be a single man (now an incumbent) in office calling on the President for correspondence ceedings under the call being suspended, the
The bill was amended so that unincorporated
previous question was negatived—yeas 107,
three days from this date.
TUESDAY, FF.B 6.
on lhe subject of the North Eastern Bounda
places should receive a just proportion of the sur
The question to indefinitely postpone was ry. The bill further to amend the Judiciary nays 11. Mr. Haynes then addressed the
The
Speaker
announced
to
the
House
the
plus.
House in opposition to the claims of Messrs.
taken up and decided in the affirmative-ayes bill, was read the third time and passed.
After several amendments had been proposed committee on the order of the 23d January,
Prentiss and Word, but was interrupted by
and rejected, tha bill was passed 16 be engrossed in relation to the C. C. Pleas, as follows:— 7, nays 6.
The Sub-Treasury Bill was taken up, and loud cries of “ question.” He soon yielded
On motion of Mr. Soule the Resolve re Mr. Rives offered the substitute previously
Messrs. Frost, Hodsdon, Paine ot Sanford,
—yeas 111, nays 2, and the House adjourned.
THURSDAY, FEB

1.

Committee appointed on the part of the
House, under the order introduced by Mr.
Parris to inquire whether the Central Bank at
Hallowell and the Bank of Cumberland at
Portland, had violated the law prohibiting emission oi Small Bills, &c., viz: Messrs. Par
ris, Paine of Hallowell, Lyman, Mildram of
Wellsand Roberta of Guildford.
Sundry petitions and remonstrances, &c.
came from the Senate and were referred in
concurrence—also sundry orders which were
passed in concurrence.
Petitions presented and referred—of the
Trustees of Waterville “ Liberal Institute” for
aid, of Libeus Bailey for an increase of the
Capital Stock of the Casco Granite Company,
of M. Davis et als. lor repeal of the Smail Bill
Law, ot N. S. Smith et als., Josiah Higgins et
als., Samuel Dinsmore et als., Joshua Watson
et als., all praying for the repeal of the license
laws.
On motion of Mr. Bradbury the report of
the Committee on elections to whom was re
ferred the certificate of John Chase and John
Cunaingham, together with the resolve ac
companying the same, which was “ that John
Chase, ha ving been legally and constitution
ally elected Representative, from the District
composed of Edgecomb and Westport, is enti
tled to a seat in this House,” was taken up.
Mr. Hamlin moved to amend the resolve
by striking out “John Chase having” and in
serting “ no person has” and by striking out
all alter the word “ Westport.”
A long discussion ensued, at the conclusion
of which on motion of Mr. Hubbard, a divis
ion of the question was ordered. The ques
tion was taken on striking out, and decided
in the negative, 67 in favor, 88 against, and
the resolve was then passed—89 in the affirm
ative, 67 in the negative.
Adj.
FRIDAY, FEB. 2.
Various petitions were referred, and orders
passed in concurrence.
Various reports on petitions and orders were
accepted in concurrence.
Passed to be enacted—Bill relative to the ad
mission of Attornies—Resolve paying Boothbay
its portion of the Surplus Revenue.
The bill for the repeal of the Small Bill Law
was taken up, and Mr. Goodenow moved its in
definite postponement, because he believed his
constituents desired that disposition of the ques
tion. The vote was taken by yeas and nays—
yeas 60, nays 114.
Several other amendments were proposed and
rejected,
Mr. Paine of Hallowell offered to amend so
that the first six sections of the act of 1836 should
be repealed, and the last left, which repeals the
law of 1835. This amendment was adopted.
The previous question was then called and
sustained, and on that question a long debate en
sued, often interrupted by calls for adjournment,
which were invariably lost.
Mr. Hubbard took the floor when Mr. Deles
dernier resumed his seat, and said he had watch
ed for the last three hours for an opportunity to
move the reconsideration of the call for the pre
vious question, and he seized the first moment
he had found to do so. The reconsideration pre
vailed.
Amendments were offered and lost.
The question on the bill was then taken, and
it passed to be engrossed—yeas 94, nays 6.

Garcelon of Lisbon, Vose, Hannon of Thorn
dike, West, Boies and Welcome.
Petitions presented and referred.—Of J.
Hawes et als.—of J. Pratt et als.—oflra Wadleigh et als.—of R. Robbins et els.—of E. H.
Burr et als. severally praying for the abolition
of the Court of Common Pleas.
On motion of Mr. Moulton,
Ordered, That Messrs. Moulton, Came of
Buxton, Otis of St. George, Gray of Cherryfield, Nash, Holmes, Hay ford, Robbins, Tur
ner and Lermond, with such as the Senate
may join, be a committee to inquire into the
expediency of enacting some penal law to
prevent Justices of the Peace, Lawyerset als.
from taking unlawful fees.
Petitions, fyc. presented and referred.—Of
Wm. Gregg et als.—of D. Wentworth et als.
—of Theophilus Nickerson et als.—of S.
Flint et als.—of Wm. Hathorn et als.—of Geo.
Bates et als.—of B. P. True et als.—of J.
Miller et als.—of Israel Hill et als.—of inhabi
tants of Searsmont, all praying for the repeal
of lhe License Laws—of Northern Bank for
leave to issue small bills—of Selectmen of
the towns of Appleton and Hope for an al
teration of the Constitution relative to Judi
cial tenure—of J. Waterman that the office
of Sheriff may be abolished—of inhabitants
of Garland that all County roads sinili be
made at the expense of the County wherein
they are located.
Petition of Pbineas Higgins et als. that
the Legislature may protest against the admission of any new State into the Union
whose constitution tolerated slavery was, on
motion of Mr. Norton, taken up and referred
to a Joint Select Committee, consisting on
the part of the House of Messrs. Appleton,
Hinks, Norton, Gross, Holmes, Barker of
Limerick, and Paine ot Hallowell.
On motion of Mr. Butler,
Ordered, That Messrs. Buller, Came of Al
fred, Smith of Cumberland, Patten, Weeks
of Clinton, Allen, Coburn, Atwood of Frank
fort, Trussell, and Delesdernier, with such as
the Senate may join, be a committee to in
quire into the expediency of providing by
law that all roads laid out by the Commis
sioners of the several counties in this State
shall be made at lhe expense of the county
wherein they are located.
The order and amendment laid on the ta
ble yesterday relative to sending a messenger
to demand the release of E. S. Greeley, were
taken up.
Mr. Bradbury’s amendment alters the order
so that instead of Committee on the Bounda
ry reporting a resolve authorizing the Gov
ernor to send, &c. the committee are direct
ed to inquire into the expediency of report
ing, &c.
Mr. Parris moved the yeas and r.ays on the
motion to amend. They were as follows :
Yeas— York—Brackett, S. Barker, Brooks,
Carle, A. L. Came, G. W. Came, Dudley,
Frisbee, Hobbs, Hersey,Jordan, J. Lord, &c.
-95.
Nays—York—Bod well, Cook, Mildram,
W. Patten, &c.—54.
The order was then passed as amended.

pealing a “Resolve for the payment of the
members in gold and silver” was taken up.
Mr. Woodbury moved to indefinitely post
pone, whereupon considerable discussion
arose, in which Messrs. Woodbury, Dumont,
Randall, Ham, Robinson of Lincoln, Boutelle,
Smart, Emery, Greene nnd Robinson of Han
cock took part. Mr. Boutelle called the yeas
and nays and they were ordered. The ques
tion to indefinitely postpone was then taken
and decided in the affirmative as follows :
Yeas.—Cargill, Emery, Ham, Heagan, Hig
gins, Lake, Littlefield, Mildram, Prince,
Smart, Soule, Woodbury, Woodman—13.
.Nays.—Belcher, Boutelle, Dumont, Fletch
er, Greene, Jaques, Osgood, Randall, E. Rob
inson, T. Robinson, Steward, Whipple—12.
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE
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SENATE.
WEDNESDAY, JAN.

24.

Mr. Grundy’s bill for the protection of pas
sengers in vessels propelled by steam, was
taken up and passed.
THURSDAY, JAN.

25.

Mr. Clay presènted a memorial from a
number of citizens of Philadelphia, praying
that the frigate Raritan be completed, in or
der to give employment to those unfortunate
workmen who were discharged from the Na
vy Yard in that city.
Mr. Allen of Ohio, presented a memorial
signed by citizens of that State, praying Con
gress to take measures for causing reparation
and redress to be made by the British govern
ment, for the outrage on the Caroline,—re
monstrating against the passage of the bill
for enforcing the observance of our neutral
obligations, (which has already passed the
Senate)—and protesting against what the
memorialists are pleased to call an interposi
tion by the British government, in the rela
tions between this country and Mexico. Re
ferred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
The Senate took up the bill (which was
yesterday ordered to be engrossed) providing
for an increase of the military establishment
of the United States, passed it and sent it to
the House for concurrence.
The bill granting pre-emption rights to set
tlers was' then taken up.
FRIDAY, JAN.

26.

The Senate was chiefly engaged in a dis
cussion of the bill for granting pre-emption
rights to settlers on the public lands. The
discussion was not brought to a close. The
bill from the House, making a partial appro
priation for the suppression of Indian hostili
ties, was reported by Mr. Wright, passed
through all the stages, read a third time and
passed. The bill making appropriations for
the prevention of hostilities on the northern
frontier went through the same process.
SATURDAY, JAN.

27.

The pre-emption bill was debated with
earnestness through the day. The princi
ple of the bill was vigorously opposed by Mr.
SATURDAY, FEB. 3.
Clay and others, but it was finally ordered to
Various petitions were referred and orders be engrossed by a vote of26 to 12.

SENATE.

passed in concurrence. — Various reports on peti
tions and orders were accepted in concurrence.
3.
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
Ordered that the Committee on the Judiciary
Sundry petitions and memorials were receiv be instructed to enquire into the expediency of
A number of reports, on subjects of no
ed from the Senate and referred in concurrence. making further provisions in the law relative to
great interest, were presented. A number
Sundry resolves and orders came from the Elections.
of memorials were also presented and refer
Senate and were passed in concurrence.
Mr. Prince moved a reconsideration of the
Sundry reports from committees were accept vote passed yesterday refusing to strike out from red or laid on the table. The land pre-emp
ed in concurrence. The resolve for the purchase the Surplus Revenue Bill the words or other tion bill was read the third time, and on the
and distribution of the Register of Maine hav wise as they may see fit, which motion prevailed question whether the bill should pass, a long
ing had two several readings passed to be en and Tuesday was assigned for its consideration. debate arose, in which Messrs. Webster,
grossedThe bill for the repeal of the Small Bill law Clay of Kentucky, Hubbard, Clay of Alaba
Leave of absence was granted for several days
came from the House, was read once and Wed ma, Fulton, Lyon and Calhoun took partto Messrs. Codman and Kimball.
before the question was taken, at 4 o’clock,
nesday at 11 o’clock assigned.
A communication from the Governor trans
Passed to be enacted—Bill regulating admis the Senate adjourned.
mitting a resolve of Massachusetts and Vermont sion of Attorneys.
in relation to the franking privilege came from
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
the Senate referred to a select Committee.
MONDAY, FEB. 5.
The House concurred and joined Messrs. BuxA report from the Secretary of the Treas
iton,, "Goodenow,
’
McDaniel,
'' ‘
“Burleigh,
’ / . "Harris
‘ of'
".
Jona- ury
-Petitions presented and ,referred.—Of «»■><*hi j was
un3 LviiHiiuiiiuincu
hi answer
tu the
me jncommunicated in
answer to
inEast Machias, Fuller and Swanton’
____
_____ et
______
,___
v,,w to the Commonwealth „
niin
I than Abbot et
als.—of Timothy Carter
als. quiry
relative
Bank,
SATURDAY, FEB,

proposed by him, which was read and order
ed to be printed. Mr. Wright proposed to
postpone the consideration of it to Monday.
Mr. Clay asked for a delay until Tuesday, that
there might be lime to read and consider the
substitute after it should be printed. Mr.
Wright agreed to Tuesday, if it should not
be printed in time for examination before
Monday.
The Senate adj. to Monday.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
WEDNESDAY, JAN.

24.

The House resolved itself into a committee
of the whole, and took up the bill making ap
propriations in part for the suppression of
Indian hostilities.
The motion of Mr. Wise, to strike out $1,000,000 and insert $500,000, was under con
sideration.
Mr. Biddle opposed the bill at length. He
was followed by Mr. Underwood, who was
in favor of the present appropriation, though
he would be opposed to any appropriations
for carrying on this unprofitable contest after
the present year.
Mr. Wise’s amendment reducing the apappropriation to 500,000, was then rejected
without a division, and the bill was thereupon
ordered to a third reading.
The committee then took up and consider
ed the “ bill making an appropriation [of
$625,500] for the protection of the Northern
frontier of the United States, and then rose,
and reported the two foregoing bills to the
House.
Mr. Rencher called for the yeas and nays
on ordering the Indian appropriation bill to
be engrossed, which were ordered, and were
—Y’eas 164, Nays 2, and the bill was then
read the third time and passed.

the floor, and the amendment was agreed to
—yeas 119, nays 112. Mr. Howard offered a
further amendment, which, after some dis
cussion, he modified to the following form :
“ Resolved, That Messrs. Prentiss and Word
are not duly elected to the 25th Congress,
and that the seats of the Representatives from
Mississippi are vacant.” Mr. Thompson of
fered as an amendment of the amendment,
“ that Messrs. Prentiss and Word are duly
elected to the 25th Congress, but are not en
titled to seats therein.” After some further
debate, at 6 o’clock, the House adjourned.
THURSDAY, FEB. 1.

Mr. Adams continued his speech on his
resolution calling for a copy of Mr. Gorosti
za’s pamphlet, and the name of the diplo
matic functionary who communicated it. On
the expiration of the hour, the question of
the Mississippi election was resumed. Mr.
Howard modified his motion to amend Mr.
Bell’s resolution in the following form :
Resolved, That Messrs. J. T. Word and S.
S. Prentiss are not elected as members of the
25th Congress ; and that the Speaker inform
the Governor of M ississippi accordingly.
Mr. Pope moved to amend the amend
ment so as to declare that Mr. Yell, of Ar
kansas, is not elected a member of the 25tb
Congress. Mr. Pope stated that Mr. Yell
was elected in July for the special session,
and re-eiected in November, and that he
held his seat in virtue of his election in No
vember, as his credentials showed. The
chair pronounced the motion out of order.
Mr. Underwood addressed the House in op
position to the amendment. Mr. Robertson
moved to amend the amendment, by stri
king out the word ‘ not.’ A long debate fol
lowed, in which Messrs. Tillingbast, Meni
fee, White and others took part. Mr. Pren
tiss replied at length to all the arguments aTHURSDAY, JAN 25.
his immediate qualification as a mem
The resolution offered some time ago au gainst
thorizing the President of the United States ber, when the House adjourned.
to open a négociation with Denmark, in ref
FRIDAY, FEB. 2.
erence to three prizes taken by John Paul
Mr. Adams addressed the House in conclu
Jones, was taken up and adopted.
Mr. Wise, from the Select Committee ap sion of his speech on the motion for a copy*
He was fol
pointed on this subject, reported a joint reso of Mr. Gorostiza’« pamphlet.
lution, proposing an amendment to the con lowed by Mr. Howard, in support of his mo
stitution, which shall prohibit the Executive tion to strike out the clause of the resolution
from nominating or appointing any senator calling tor the name of the diplomatic func
or representative in Congress to office during tionary who communicated the pamphlet.
the term of such senator’s or representative’s Before he had finished his remarks, the or
ders of the day were called, on the Mississip
service, and for two years thereafter.
The resolution was adopted unanimously pi election. Mr. Prentiss made some addi
tional remarks, and the debate was continued
by the select committee.
On motion of Mr. Wise the joint resolution by Mr. Yell, Mr. Patton, Mr. Legare, Mr.
was read twice, referred to the committee of Biddle and Mr. Menifee, until past 5 o’clock,,
when, on motion of Mr. Bell, the House ad
the whole and ordered to be printed.
A bill was reported, authorizing the mana journed, with the understanding that the sub
gers and officers of the Washington Monu ject should be definitely acted upon on Sat
ment Society to erect the monument to urday.
Washington on the public mall.
SATURDAY, FIB. X
The House then proceeded to the conside
ration of the Mississippi election case : and
Several bills from the Senate were twiceMr. Foster, of New York, again took the read and referred. At an early hour, the
floor in support of the claims ol the sitting subject of the Mississippi election was resum
members.
ed. Mr. Bell spoke at length in favour of
the right of Messrs. Prentiss and Word. Mr.
Legare spoke briefly in reply. Mr. Rhett
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
The Mississippi election question was again spoke at length in favour of sending the elec
taken up. Mr. Penny backer finished his tion back to the people. Mr. Cushman ad
speech. Mr. Maury, of Tennessee, took the dressed the House to show that a different
floor, after intimating a willingness that the mode of organizing the House ought to bequestion should now be taken, if such was adopted. Mr. Pope spoke in favour of the
the wish of the House. Mr. Bronson and amendment, the eflect of which would be ta
Mr. Legare expressing an intention to speak declare Messrs. Prentiss and Word entitled
on the question, Mr. Maury was about to pro to their seats. Mr. Martin moved an ad
journment, which was agreed to, it being 5i
ceed, when the House adjourned.
o’clock.
SATURDAY, JAN.

27.

The House proceeded to the further con
sideration of the question of the Mississippi
election. Mr. Maury made a few remarks in
favor of the right of the claimants, but de
clined going into an argument, from a belief
that the House were anxious to take the
question. Mr. Bronson followed in support
of the claim of the sitting members, and con
tinued his speech until after three o’clock,
when he gave way fora motion for adjourn
__
_______
*
„1.
„11
c__ .1...
ii-i
i
.
.
.
____
’
Mr. Hamlin of Hampden from the committee —of Charles Frost et als, all for the prohibi- ’ which was partly read^and on motion ofÜr! ment.

JFVre at Neiv York.—In the fire at New
York on Monday last, 24 buildings were de
stroyed, mostly two story brick dwelling
houses, nearly new—loss estimated at $60,000. Most of the buildings belonged to MrJohn G. Coster.—Boston Patriot.

Treasury Notes sold in the street in NewYork city, last week, for 2 per cent, belo^r
Safety Fund County Bank Bills! The Bal
timore Post Master has refused to take then»
for postage.
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I 027^A whig State Convention was held at! From the Niagara Frontier.—-We have
O^Rufu? Dwinal, a sound whig, was
& Indianapolis, (Ind.) on the 22d and 23d ult. iletters from Buffalo dated the 22d of Janua- chosen Mayor of Bangor, to fill the vacancy
------------- ----- —----------------------------_ ___
ti attended.
__ ix_i___________
it »PPears
appears that
vy Js
IsPROBATE NOTICES
... .0,0 li..
; 1> wa»
well
Delegates to a xt
Nation- iI ry.from
!■>’>''ro,n which
"’hi,c.1‘ “
that ihn
the Na
Navy
j landers are still in 'that vicinity seeking for occasioned by t|ie resignation of Mr. Kent, on
al Convention were appointed, and unani j means of transportation .ip the Lake. But Monday last.
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
APPOINTMENTS, by the Governor, with mously instructed to give the vote of the thus far Gen. Scott has nullified all their exwithin and for the County of York, on the first
Monday of February, in the year of our
advice of Council.
State for General Harrison for the Presidency, pectations, by taking both the steamboats! The report of the seizure of 600 young
Eord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
FOR THE COUNTY OF YORK.
but if the Convention selected Mr. Clay to acEngland and Barcelona in the employ ' women, by order of the Emperor of Russia,
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
of
the
Government.
These
were
the
only
is
contradicted.
Court:
Edward E. Bourne, Esq. of Kennebunk, quiesce,
boats the adventurers could have procured. |
to be County Attorney ;
j New Hampshire.—The General Election
Col. Worth left Buffalo on the 20th in the ! YORK COUNTY TEMPERANCE SO T^ANIEL GOULD, Jun. guardian ofDan-’
iel Gould, of Berwick, in said county,
Hiram H. Hobbs, Esq. of South Berwick, in this State occurs on the second Tuesday I steamboat Robert Fulton, with 150 U. States I
CIETY.
a person non compos mentis, having present
recruits
and
a
number
of
volunteers,
with
orI
to be Clerk of the Judicial Courts ;
y............. «
.... . v. .v.t.mroia, »»imui-j An Address will be delivered before ihe ed his first account of guardianship of his
in March.
The electioneering canvass is ders
to proceed up the Lake, and prevent any “ York County Temperance Society,” on said ward: and also his private account
Sewall Watson, Clerk of the Courts for conducted with great spirit by both parties. armed
yrv.r.u parties
„„w, landing in
... Canada
...... *t,j—and oi > , Tu csday e ven in g ne x t — ( Feb. 13,)—at’Rev against said ward for allowance :
Hancock County ;
The whigs, judging from their papers, are the day our correspondent writes, the 22d, Mr. Fisk’s Meeting House m Alfred, by Hon.’
ORDERED—That the said guardian
n i m*
ci ! I
or
/1111
>*o/• •• 1111 ¿2 oitzl »■* I?» zx
» I» z-j ' J 0H.N H O
F SI
Young,
with
120
recruits and about
the
Henry J. Jewett, County Attorney for wide awake and feel confident of success. Major
g«ve notice to all persons interested, by caus
same
number
of
volunteers,
was
embarking
A.
CONANT,
Secretary.
Cumberland.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Open secessions from the Van Buren ranks on board the steamboat New England with
Alfred, Feb. 9, 1838.
weeks successively in the Kennfibunk Ga
Nominations by the Governor.
are every day occurrences.
the view of co-operating with Col. Worth.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Registers of Probate.
Our correspondent adds, that Gen. Scott has j
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Temperance fleeting;.
State Legislature.—The following are acted with great energy in enforcing respect
John Skeele, for York County ;
! There will be a meeting on the subject of be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
for
our
neutral
obligations,.at
the
same
time
the
most
important
proceedings
in
the
House
Solyman Heath, for Waldo County.
first Monday of April next, at ten of the
he was prepared to resist any violation of our Temperance to-morrow evening at the ves clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
on Wednesday :
Sheriffs.
soil by the loyalists. Col. McNab is no Ion- ( try of the 2d Parish.
they have, why the same should not be al
An additional act concerning the public ger in command on the Canada shore, and a ' Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
A. B. Berry, for Hancock County ;
lowed.
money, &c. came from the Senale further aGeorge Thatcher, for Waldo County ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nlendcd » nd recommitted to the same com Gen. Scott and Col. Hughes, the British j
HYMENEAL.
A true copy—Attest,
mittee. The House concurred in adopting commandant, in relation to the measures to !
J. W. Carr, for Penobscot County ;
Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
the amendment, and recommitting.
MARRIED—:1a Shapleigh, Mr. Isaac Shack be taken to keep the people on both sides
February 10.
Webster Kelley, County Attorney for
ley, to Miss Clarissa Stanley, both of S.
Mr. Weeks of New Sharon asked leave quiet.—N. K Cour. Enq.
Waldo ;
In Portsmouth, Mr. Wtn. J. Paul, of Eliot, to At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick
to lay a Resolve on the table, repealing the
Miss Elizabeth A. Pickering, of P.
within and for the County of York, on the first
Bailey Pierce, Clerk of the Courts for resolve of last session which provided for
The seat of active operations, on the part
the payment of the members ot the Legisla
Monday^ of February, in the year of our
Waldo County.
OBITUARY
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eivht bu
ture in gold and silver. But the House re of the patriots, had been removed to the vicin
ity of Malden and Detroit. An endorsement
the Hun. WM. A. HAYLS, Judge of said
The bill repealing the small bill law, as fused, 66 to 71.
DIED
—
In
Hollis,
Mrs
Sophia,
wife
of
Mr.
Court :
Mr. Norton asked leave to introduce a Re on the Monroe Times, of the 11th ult. says, Jonathan Bean, 2d. aged 36 years.
will be seen on reference to the preceding solve repealing so much of the same Re “200 Irishmen, of the Wabash Canal, leave
A TH AR INE HANSCOM, executrix of
In Portsmouth, 1st? inst. Mr. Edward Call, acolumns, has passed the House of Represen solve as related to the members of this House to-night, to join the patriots, opposite Malden.” ged 66 years.
the will of James Hanscom, late of El
steamboat Erie was forcibly taken from
iot, in said county, deceased, having present
In Somersworth, Jan. 14, Mr. John Ricker,
tatives of this State, to be engrossed, by a ma receiving their pay in gold and silver—which The
Detroit, on Tuesday night, by a body of men,
her second account of administration of
jority of 87 votes. The following are the was granted—72 to 71, and the Resolve was belonging, it was supposed, to the patriot aged 87 years. Mr. Ricker was with the cele ed
brated Capt. John Paul Jones, during his ciruize the estate of said deceased for allowance :
read
once
and
to-morrow
assigned.
yeas and nays on the question of its pas
force
on
Whitewood
Island.
The
alarm
bells
in the sloop-of-war Ranger, in the War of the
ORDERED—-That the said executrix
On motion of Mr. Goodenow, Ordered,
Revolution, as a Marine Officer, and sustained give notice to all persons interested, by caus
sage :—
That the committee ou Banks and Banking were rung, and the citizens generally rallied the
character during his long life of being a firm ing a copy of this order to be published
as
soon
as
possible
to
the
wharf,
but
before
Yeas.—Messrs. Carle, A. L. Came, George be directed to inquire by what authority the any considerable number had collected, the patriot and an honest man.
three weeks successively in the Kenne
W. Came, Dudley, Hobbs, Height, Hersey, Georgia Lumber Company, or any other boat and her men were out of reach ot the
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
Jordan, Bucknani, Codman, Dunlap, Fox, Company incorporated by the Legislature of authorities. The proper officers proceeded
SHIP NEWS,
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
this
State,
other
than
Banks,
issue
bills
hav

Ford, Flint, W. Garcelon, Hodsdon, Han
next day to the seat of war, to recover the
bate Court to be held at Saco, in said coun
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 10, 1838
cock, Lyman, W. Lowell. J. Smith, Soule, ing the semblance of Bank bills—with leave boat and arrest the offenders.
ty, on the first Monday of March next, at ten
to
send
for
persons
and
papers.
Ames, Adams, J. Chase, J. Gray, M. Garce
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
ARRIVED.
The order relative to an inquiry into the
lon, Houdlette, Huston, Hubbard, T. M.
cause, if any they have, why the same
/rotn the West.—The letters from Cleave Feb. 6—Sch. Moro, Oaks, Boston.
doings
of
certain
Banks,
caine
from
tire
Sen

Lewis, J. Lowell, C. W. Lewis. Ludwig,
should not be allowed.
land show the course of measures adopted by
MEMORANDA.
Myrick, G. F. Patten, Reed, ’J’bompson, ate amended, and the House receded and Gen. Scott for overawing the proceed ings of Cid. at Portland, 3d inst. bark Horace, [new]
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
concurred.
Tbwing, M. Dodge, H. Gray, Trussell,
A true copy—Attest,
the freebooters along the Northern frontier. Foss, of this port, for New Orleans.
West, Dana, Harris, McLellan, W. B. Smith,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Five brigs, twenty eight schs. and a sloop
Boston Custom House.—Messrs. Jeremi We learn by way of Buffalo and Albany, that
Feb. 10.
S. N. Wilson, R. Ayer, Atkins, D. Blake,
broke
from
the
Picallion
tier,
New
Orleans,
du

on
Monday
last,
the
steamboat
New
Eng

Craig, Gardiner, T. F. Hanscom, Holmes, ah G. Harris, late editor of the New Bedford land, under Capt. Champlin, returned to Buf ring a thunder squall on the 19th ult. and went
Lothrop, Morton, Neal, Norris, Porter, H. W. Gazette, S. B. Phinney, late editor of the falo. having found the lake beyond Cleave ashore on Slaughter House Point, badly injured. At a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick
within and for i the County of York, on the
Paine, Stevens, Sheldon, Swanton, Taber, Barnstable Patriot, Win. H. Spear, late edi land and Cunningham’s Island covered with Ship Tarqnin was struck by lightning, Brig
third Monday in December, in the year of our
Underwood, Vose, F. Weeks, Chaplin, Holt, tor of the Norfolk Argus, Geo. Gibson, recent ice. She stopped at Grand River, where Nectar, of Newburyport, lost her foremast by the
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by
deck.
E. Smith, B. C. Attwood, Coburn, J. Frost,
news
was
received
that
from
three
to
four
the
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said
Adv. at New Orleans, 24th, ship Riga, of this
Ingalls, McDaniel, Norton, Fennel, Robbins, ly connected with the Boston Advocate, and hundred patriots had left Rainsville in squads
Court :
port,
for
Liverpool,
200
bales
wanting
;
bark
DiTenney, Toby, Whipple, Welcome, Webb, Abraham Lansing, who has been connected of from a dozen to twenty, for Cleaveland.
N the petition of Barak Kimball, ad
E. H. Allen, Doane, Danforth, Roberts. Web with a Van Buren newspaper establishment, The officers of this hopeful army were at antha,of this port, for Liverpool, passage only.
ministrator of the estate of Joseph
At Havana, 13th ult. brig Export, Morrill, for
ster, Atwood—94.
LiUleheld, Glh, late of Kennebunk, in said
have recently been appointed Inspectors for Rainsville on Saturday evening. The Rob? Boston, nnc.
Nays.—Messrs. S. Barker, Estes, Delesdercounty, deceased, representing that the per
ert Fulton had gone to Fulton, where she
At Havana, 19th ult. .ship York, Larrabee,
nier, P. Frost, Gross, Goodenow, Barrows—7. the Port and District of Boston, in place of will be compelled to remain for the winter. from
sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
Cadiz.
Messrs. Winn, Lewis, Dyer, Newhall and
to pay the just debts which he owed at the
SPOKEN.
Very few of the Van Buren members vot
Hughes. If they are us “ honest and capable,”
7th ult. Iat. 28 Ion. 87, ship Ruthelia, of this time of his death by the sum of two hundred
From the West.—The Canada war appears
ed in the affirmative, and 7 only had the
dollars, and praying for a license to sell and
why should not the editorial fraternity re to be at an end. There are no insurgents in \ port, from New Orleans for Liverpool.
nerve to remain on the ground and record
convey so much of the real estate of said de
ceive a share of the“ loaves and fishes,” ip arms in Canada, nor Canada Patriots in this
ceased as may be necessary for the payment
their ,votes against a measure which has been
country.
The
remnant
of
Brigadier
General
Ship
Timber.
common with lawyers, merchants, mechanics
of said debtsand incidental charges : and also
Sutherland’s force on Bois Blanc, retreated
called for by the People, of all parties, from
ARGE White Oak i-gk
and farmers? They have generally been ex to an American island, where they were vis
to have his first account of administration
all quarters of the State. The following, (as
■4 Timber, Floors, Naof the estate of said deceased allowed :
pected, as was remarked lately by some co ited by Gov. Mason, of Michigan, who came i
near as can be ascertained,) is a list of those
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
temporary, (the New York Express we be in a steamboat from Detroit with a hundred val Timbers, Fuftocks, &c. &c. wanted by
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
Van Buren members, who absconded on the
lieve,) to perform the hardest of the labor in volunteers, and prevailed on them to pass
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. 10,1838.
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
occasion, in order to avoid the responsibility
over in his boat to the main land, and there
the political contests of the times, without to disperse. Sutherland was arrested at De
causing a copy of this order to be published
of voting on the question. The situation of
Vendue.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
any participation in the honors and emolu troit, and carried before the District Judge
these poor fellows was somewhat similar to
ILL he sold by Public Auction, near the nebunk, in said county, three weeks succesments of office. We are glad to see good for examination, and was by him discharged.
that of the Donkey, who starved between
. , store of Bryant & Warren, in Ken- (! si vely, that they may appear at a Probate
There will probably be no further attempt to
examples set even by political opponents.
two stacks of hay, through indecision as to
invade Canada in that quarter. The Navy nebitnk, on Saturday the 24th day of March i Court to be holden at Saco, in said
next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, the farm ! county, on the first Monday *in March
which it was best to feed from. On the one
Mr. Bancroft, the Collector of Boston, it is Islanders are probably scattered along the A- of the subscriber, situated in that part of the ■ next, at ten of the elock in the forenoon, and
merican
shore
of
the
Lake,
without
any
defi

side were the petitions of the People, whose said, has expressed the determination not to
town of Kennebunk called Alewife. Said shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
nite plan of future operations.
servants they profess to be, and on the other appoint or retain in office, any person who is
A party of about 200 of these pirates had farm contains about one hundred and twenty of said petitions should not be granted.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the behest of the party, whose servants they in the habit of using ardent spirits. The new bivouaced in the village of Fredonia. Col. acres of excellent soil, well proportioned as to
A true copy,—Attest,
wood, grazing, tillage and mowing lands.
Worth
with
a
party
of
troops,
having
arrived
are. Between duty and fealty they were un officers, it is understood, are all strict temper
Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
It has two good orchards. On the premises
at Dunkirk in the steamboat Robert Fulton, are
February 10.
able to decide, and so deserted their posts. ance men.
a convenient dwelling house, barn and
made a forced march upon Fredonia, ami I other
out building®,—has a never failing well
Consistent fellows ! after opposing the bill
there made prize of three or four loads of
a Court of Probate holden at South Ber
Snow tell in Augusta, Ga. to the depth of arms, which had been deposited there by the of good water, and the farm is one of-the best Alwick,
in long winded speeches, and endeavoring to
within and for the County of York, on
in
the
county
of
York.
Persons
who
have
4
inches
on
the
21st
ult.
pirates a few days before.—Boston Patriot.
defeat its object by amendments, &c. they
the first Monday m February, in the [year
money to invest will find it for their interest
of our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty
were either afraid or ashamed to vote against
The Boston Banks.—A New England to attend.
way the Small Bill Law was sustain Bank Note List, published by Clark, says
eight, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
Conditions liberal, which will be made
it. We trust their constituents will have edThe
of said Court i
by Mr. Van Buren’s friends in the House “ that the worst of the difficulty with the known at the time and place of sale.
compassion upon them and not re-elect them was “ a caution.” The subject was taken up
N the petition of Adam McCulloch, ad
JOHN BURNHAM.
Banks, is now past. An opinion has gone
to a station liable to so many perplexities and at ten o’clock in the morning. The loco fo- abroad, that all the Boston Banks are in an
ministrator of the estate of Hugh
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
co members spoke five hours and seventeen unsound condition, nothing can be further
McCulloch, late of Kennebunk, in said coun
dangers.
minutes ; the Whigs spoke 70 minutes. All from the truth. A large proportion of the Kennebunk Social JLibrary. ty, deceased, representing that the personal
Brackett, Bod well, Barker, Cook, McCrillis, the
other time occupied on the question was Banks in this city, are among the most solid rg^H
__ E_ proprietors
r._r___ _ of the “ Kennebunk Social
estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
Frisbee, Mildram, W. Patten, Harding, A. in taking
yeas and nays, &c., and yet after all and healthy in the United States.”—The Com JL Library,” are hereby notified that their the just debts which he owed at the time of
Hamlin, Moulton, Walker, Hathorn, Leven- these long
against small bills, only- monwealth Bank may be able ultimately to annual meeting for the choice of officers, &c. ^Ils death by the sum of sixteen thousand dolseler, Newhall, Otis, E. O’Brien, Carleton, six membersspeeches
stood their ground and pay all its Bills in circulation, but will proba will be held by adjournment, at the Store *a,s
ars’» aili^ praying^for
Pra.V’ug foraa license to sell and conClark, Graves, Hinks, Stinson, J. Smith, J. voted against finally
the repeal of the law. Even bly pay nothing more. The capital of the of
' the Clerk, on Monday forenoon, February i veJ' so ,ril,cb of the real estate of said deceasWilson, Boies, Gilpatrick, Nash, Leach, M. the Macedonian
phalanx from Waldo bolted Fulton Bank is $500,000, and it is presumed 12, at 10 o’clock. A
/________
‘
— - zfor the payment of
punctual‘ attendance
is e(^. as may l ~ necessary
Weeks, Cole, Howe, McMillan, Masterman,
said debts and incidental charges : and also
D. REMICH, Clerk.
Parris, Rawson, Taylor, Barrows, J. Marble, in a body, leaving Capt. Atwood (a good that 90 per cent, or $450,000 of this sum will requested.
to have his first account of administration of
Whig) the sole Representative of the Waldo prove a total loss to the stockholders. The
Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1,838.
N. Barker, Butler, D. Chase, Greely, H. Ham democracy
the estate of said deceased allowed :
on the floor of the House. The Bills of this Bank are received by all the
lin, L. Harmon, N. Hanscom, Libby, Mitch small bill law
voted down in the House Banks belonging to the 1 Association,’ and
C^Fariicwlar Notice.«^)
petitioner give nonov ORDERED—That
JU iJCtv the pClILlVUVI
ell, Turner, Brown, Grant, E. Harmon, Ler- by eighty-sevenwas
majority. So after all the doubtless all will be redeemed. The Com AS there are many of our subscribers who I tlCj diereof to the heirs of said deceased,
inond, Richards and Sawyer.
Age has told us about the popularity of the monwealth Insurance Co. of Boston, has be
have promised to pay in WOOD for their an“ to a . persons interested in said estate,
we would remind them that fifteen or
causing a copy of this order to be pub
The bill was taken up in the Senate on measure ; after prohibiting the small bills in come bankrupt, all its capital, $300,000 hav- papers,
’
Cords would at this time be very accepta- fished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Wednesday, when, as we learn from the 1836 ; after increasing the penalties in 1837, ing been invested in Banks, which have fail- twenty
!
after finding both laws equally disregard ed, viz : $250,000 in Commonwealth, and ble.— We would also say to those who have | Kennebunk in said county, three weeks
Daily Journal, the amendments of the House and
promised various kinds of Country Produce, that successively,
’ 1
’
that
they may appear at a
ed by the people—Mr. Van Buren’s friends
were rejected by a party vote ; Mr. Greene in the Legislature have dodged the question, $50,000 in the Middlesex Bank, East Cam it is very much wanted.
bridge. Counterfeit sovereigns are circulat As there are many of our .patrons who are sev Probate Court to he holden at Kennebunk,
proposed a substitute, the effect of which and permitted the repeal of the law by an al ing in New York, and Mexican dollars made eral
in said county, on the first Monday in April,
<
years in arrears, and appear to have forgot
was, to make a genera! suspension for two most unanimous vote. So much for the of base metal and washed with silver, are ex- ten
1 to call on us, or send the needful, we would next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
tensively circulated in all parts of the country. 'observe, that we cannot work without some com and shew cause, if any they have, why the
years—and to prohibit the banks from de grand experiment.—Kennebec Journal.
and that unless they attend to settling prayer of said petition should not be granted.
In regard to the Franklin Bank, the Atlas pensation,
I
claring any dividend till they had resumed
Melancholy Disaster.—On Tuesday last, a remarks.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
their accounts, by cash or note, prior to the last
This
institution
appears
to
have
1
A true copy—Attest,
specie payments,—and the bill and amend boat from Kittery, in which were widow been rotten to the core, and the profligacy of
' February next, they will be left with an At
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
ment were laid on the table. The same gen Hanscom, William Burley, a boy of9 years and corruption displayed in its management, (torney for collection. Such a course would be
Feb. 10.
us an unpleasant one, and we sincerely hope
of age, and his brother about 13, was upset almost exceed belief. The report of the to
,
tleman moved that 2000 copies be printed by coming in contact with Portsmouth
there will be but few, if any, who will neglect to
of the Legislature appointed to in- ,call.
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
for the use of the Legislature, which ques Bridge. The youngest boy immediately sunk committee
vestigate its affairs, presents the astonishing
within and for the County of York, on the
All who are indebted tor Advertising are re
tion was taken by yeas and nays as follows : and was drowned. The other boy held on facts, that it was controlled by a President, quested
<
first Monday of I ebruary, in the yearoj our
to settle the same without delay.
to
the
boat
until
he
was
taken
up,
and
Mrs.
Yeas.—Cargill, Emery, Green, Ham,
who could not read or write, as himself con To such oi our patrons as have been punctual
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
Heagan, Higgins, Jaques, Lake, Littlefield, Hanscom, buoyed up by her clothing, floated fessed to the committee, excepting simply his iin their payments, or have yearly paid us some
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said
a
considerable
distance
before
a
boat
from
we tender our sincere thanks, as through
Mildrarn, Osgood, Prince, Smart, Soule,
own name, and a Cashier, who confesses he thing,
1
Court :
one
of
our
wharves
put
forth
and
rescued
her
we are enabled to prosecute our business. T^ANIEL LITTLEFIELD, 3d. named
Woodbury, Woodman—16.
has perjured himself, and embezzled more them
1
from her perilous situation.
JAMES K. REMICH.
than a hundred thousand dollars, of which
AJ* executor in a certain instrument, pur
Nays.— Belcher, Boutelle, Dumont, Ran
Portsmouth Journal.
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, ?
he is not able to pay a cent to the Bank, and
porting to be the last will and testament ot’Jodall, E. Robinson, Steward, Whipple, T.
January 26, 1838. y
that a private agreement was made with the
seph S. Chaney, late of Wells, in said county,
Robinson—8
A house on Oxford St., in this city, owned Lafayette Bank to share whatever amount
yeoman, deceased, having presented the same
To the Puhlic.
and occupied, in part, by Mr. Chaldwell, was
for probate :
fCT^It is extremely doubtful whether the destroyed by fire on Saturday morning last. they could get of the Government Deposits,
! that Secretary Woodbury ordered a portion
ORDERED—That the said executor give
sub-Treasury scheme, introduced by Mr. The fire occurring at an early hour, the i of
........
,
l
u
„
uo
l
„
„„
p
,„
co(
the Public Funds to be placed in the
HEREAS false and malicious reports notice to all persons interested, by causing a
house
and
furniture
were
entirely
consumed.
'
Franklin
Bank,
which
were
shared,
Wright, in Che U. S- Senate, will pass that
................. , accordhave been industriously circulated copy of this order to he published three
Portland Standard. Ij ing
’ -to agreement with
......
the Lafayette Bank, 1
by certain individuals, that the subscribers,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
body. Mr. Senator Grundy has been in
. .
| and that the President of this last institution, irecently owners of Great Hill Farm, so call zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
structed by the Legislature of Tennessee to
EmJiezxlement.—IOn the examination of the and Mr. Bunnell, Cashier of the Franklin, are ed,
i had in contemplation to deprive the pub appear at a Probate Court to be held at Saco,
oppose it in every shape, and has expressed North Bank a few days ago, it was ascertain both brothers m law to Mr. Woodbury !
lic of taking sea weed from the Beach bor in said County, on the first Monday of March
his determination to obey. Mr. Morris, of ed that there was a deficiency of a large aMr. F. O. J. Smith does not figuré in the dering said farm, we deem it a duty we owe next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
mount, [28,500,] in a parcel of money depos most enviable light. It appears from the re to ourselves and the public to state facts rel and shew cause, if any they have, why the
Ohio, will also obey similar instructions from ited
in a trunk in the keeping of the Teller.
said instrument should not be proved, approv
the legislature of his State. Mr. Wall of It was reported yesterday, in a manner which port that he borrowed specie from the ative thereto—
Franklin Bank, to set the Westbrook Bank
Now be it known that the farm has recent ed and allowed as the last will and testament
New Jersey and Mr. Cuthbert of Ga. will also, appears to be entitled to credit, that the Tel in motion, under a pledge to return it, which ly been sold and deeded to Benj. Went of the said deceased.
ler has confessed fiis participation in the em was done ; thus showing a member of Con worth, Joseph Gooch, Nathan Wells and Jo
it. is said, go against the bill.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
bezzlement of the money, that nearly half gress, whose business it is to make the laws seph Wells, Esq. with the following reserva A true copy—Attest,
the amount has been expended, and that the of the __
_
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
land, surreptitiously contriving to evade tion in the deed—“ reserving to the in
(CT’The Washington correspondent of residue has been, loaned, and will probably j ffie“'stamtes^^^
Feb. 10.
habitants OF KENNEBUNK THE RIGHT OF TA
the Journal of Commerce mentions a rumor be recovered.—Boston Daily Adv.
citizens he represents.
KING SEA WEED AS THEY HAVE HERETOFORE
that Mr.. Dickerson, Secretary of the Navy,
With what frightful accuracy do these dis- enjoyed”—lest at some future day it might
JWotice.«—(Wood.)
Several sharp flashes of lightning were closures show the truth of the predictions fall into hands that might take advantage of
tendered his resignation several days ago.
HE subscriber will take some 50 or 60
The President declined receiving it, without' seen from Dorchester on Sunday evening, at made by the Whig Members of Congress of the . right to hold it exclusively to their own
WILLIAM LORD,
a?°East ten °’cl°ck—fr°m a c!°l,d in ' the consequences attending the removal of [ use.
cords of wood in payment of old debts«
a general resignation by the whole Cabinet, the South East.
Z—. The lightning was unusual- the Deposits and the destruction of the U.
THOMAS LORD.
WM. LORD,
It is uncertain how the matter will end.
ly vivid,
S. Bank,—Portland Adv,
Kennebunk, Feb. 5, 1838.
Kennebunk, Feb. 1, 1838.
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CHARLES HOLMAN,

gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness, or'
E MATCHLESS SANATIVE IN
VENTED BY L. OFFEN GOELICKE.
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup
tions. It is also for sale by most of the agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
[Translated from the German.]
The following named persons are agents
for the above named medicines. In New
“ The MATCHLESS SANATIVE, invented
1
J clil I jJo 1111 C, JXHII
V CRUJU,
JUclIIJHampshire,
Kittredge & Cleaveland,
Lam- by the immortal Louis Offen Goelicke, M. D..
prey River; Uri Lamper, Hampton; Up-' of Germany, Europe, is astonishing the world
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; James • wilh nnghty victories over many fearful
"
diseases, which have been pronounced incurFogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ;
North &Co.,' Great Falls, Somersworth “7 A
7

N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
certain state of the mind accompanied
10, Penhallow-streel,
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
Portsmouth,
(«V.
H.)
[From the New Monthly Magazine.]
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
HAS prepared and constantly on hand
THE FALLEN LEAVES.
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
medical writers supposed this disease to be
BY MRS. NORTON.
following Medicines :—
confined to those particular regions of the ab
We stand among the leaves,
NATURES GRAND RESTORATIVE.
domen, technically called hypochondria,
Young children at our play —
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled
which are situated on the right or left side of
And laugh to see the yellow things
for the following complaints, viz:—Dyspep
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
Go rushing on their way !
sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious
E'.7.E__
Right merrily we hunt them down,
chondriasis.
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, , .
tj
M171
i
a
a rn r
n
VALUABLE MEDICINE, and the most unacThe autumn winds and we ;
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
in i,s operations ¿f any ever prepared
Worms and Loss ot Appetite, and by cleans i w ■ 'Vheele!'’ £Sa, A-. Vl.ftS’nDT'?
Nor pause to gaze where snow drifts lie,
human hands ; a medicine, obtained equally symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in..Dr. W. Noi
....woqd, Exetei ; uJohn R.TZ Red- by
»j •«»»«•<**
Or sun beams gild the tree.
.
v,
.Lj animal, mineral, and vegetable bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
the side, stomach and breU, colds and !, <?<
J.>
With dancing feet we leap along
rtion-!^n Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver- kingdoms, thus possessing a THREE FOLD modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short-j
Where withered boughs are strown ;
Porter, No. 3, Washington street, POWER—a medicine of more value to mankind pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
Nor past nor future checks our song—
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. vv■hich
---- ! h’H 5 Elijah
; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, than the united treasures of our Globe ; and for the attention upon any subject of importance
The present is our own.
is frequently the eflect of disease. Its virtues 'j Salem
Washington st. and Geo. M. which we have abundant cause to bless the be- or engaging in anything that demands vigor
surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Brown,
’*
. 1In Maine by Dr. “eficent hand of a kind Providence ; a medicine, or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
We stand among the fallen leaves
! Mead, Union st. Boston.
moving
St.
Vitus
’
Dance
;
two
bottles
have
’
* - ’ Car’ i which begins to be valued by physicians, who
In youth’s enchanted spring—
Benjamin
Plummer,
Bangor
; Artemas
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af
heretofore opposed it, who are daily witWhen Hope (who wearies at the last)
ter
and
Runnells
&
Donham,
Portland !. have
ter having baffled every exertion for four
nessing its astonishing cures of many they had ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
First spreads her eagle wing.
r„lgllca to tbe
BU„k grave;; a. total derangement of the nervous system.—
the grasp of 1|le
the ,„
insatiable
years. It has a most powerful influence in Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; W “ ,am !, resigned
We tread with steps ofconscious strength
Beneath the leafless trees,
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant fepimg, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St. Sie- precious and powerful medieine, which has thor- The mental feelings and peculiar train of
"" ' the
‘ great vacuum in the Materia ideas that haunt the imagination and over
And the color kindles in our cheek,
to take and in its operation so much so, that vens; Sam’I Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast; ( oughly filled
j Medics; iand' thereby
~ \ rproved itself to be the con- whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
And bl- >ws the winter breeze ;
it may be administered to the infant with Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch, ■ QUEROR OF PHYSICIANS
versity. The wisest and best of meu are as
While gazing toward lhecold, grey sky,
safely.
Up^Dose ofthe SANATIVE, for adults, one open to this «affliction as the weakest.
Clouded with snow and rain,
Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk, Oliver
Directions
for
receiving
this
or
any
other
drop ; for children, a half drop ; and for infants,
We wish the old year all past by,
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
of the following named medicines accom Bourn, Kennebunk port ; Rev. Ansel Ger- a quarter drop. The directions explain the
And yaung spring come again.
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates rish, Shapléigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John method of taking these portions, and contain a treatment are, to remove indigestion and
ofthe efficacy of this medicine have been re Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs, history of the medicine and its distinguished in strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
We stand among the fallen leaves
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
In manhood’s mighty prime —
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco ; ventor.
When first our pausing hearts begin
Price, three and one third rix dollars (2 50) ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
To love “ the olden time
Gospel, ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church : Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse per half ounce.
fully regulated by the occasional use of a
And, as we gaze, we sigh to think
Testimony No 1.
alsb, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscomb & Quim
How many a year hath pass’d
We know nothing better
the Customs ofthe Port of Portsmouth, N. H. by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton. A letter from H. P. Sherwood, Esq., of New mild aperient.
Since ’neath those cold and faded trees
Q^/^All directions signed in the hand wri
calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm.
York.
—
Mr.
Josiah
Webster,
deceased,
late
a
Mes

Our footsteps wandered last;
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, ting of the proprietor.
And old companions—now perchanc«
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
tain in their operation. The bowels being
and Mr. Rqbert Foster, Printer of the same
Estranged, forgot or dead—
New York, Oct. 9, 1837.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
Come round us as those autumn leaves
Dr. S. Rowland—Sir, About the middle of Ju Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
CoiBimissioBaejfts’ Notice.
Are crushed beneath our tread.
here are as credible, respectable and compe
OTICE is hereby given that the subscri ly lastj I accidentally noticed in a newspaper the spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
bers have been appointed by the Hon. advertisement of the Matchless Sanative, for
W© stand among the fallen leaves
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of Win. A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the which 1 perceived you were agent, and which without dispute have proved a great blessihg
In our own autumn day —
Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of County of York, Commissioners to receive professes to be a sovereign remedy for consump to the numerous public.
And tott’ring on with feeble steps,
Some physicians have recommended a
Concord,
N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East and examine the claims of the several credit tion.
Pursue our cheerless way.
free use of mercury but it should not be re
As
my
wife
was
then
fast
wasting
away
with
Cambridge,
Mass,
and
several
other
as
re

We look not back—too long ago
ors to the estate of
this dreadful disease, and as our family physi sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
spectable persons.
Hath all we loved been lost;
CALVIN R. HUBBARD, Esq.
cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring tores, gravate the symptoms.
Nor forward—for we may not live
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
late of Sanford, in said County, deceased,
To see our new hopes cross’d ;
This Ointment stands at the head of all represented insolvent—We, therefore, give tore her to health without success, I stepped o- rg^HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be dever to his house and asked him if he had any ob -Hnied that whilst many medicine»
But on we go—the sun’s faint beam
remedies for the following diseases which notice that six montfis are allowed from the jections
to her taking this new medicine. He
A feeble warmth imparts —
human naturels heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism, first day of January instant, for said creditors replied that “ he was perfectly willing Mrs. which are recommended to the public, have
Childhood without its joy returns—
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, to bring in and prove their claims, and that Sherwood should take that or any other medi not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
The present fills our hearts.
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand we will attend to said duty at the office of cine she might choose, but he thought it could there are others which it would be great in
ing. ft discusses all tumors, renders stiff John T. Paine, Esquire, in Sanford, on the do her no good, as her lungs Were rapidly justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
PROSPECTUS.
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu last Monday ofthe present and the last Mon consuming and no human means could save volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
her.” Still, as a drowning person will catch And when a medicine comes endorsed with
NEW SERIES OF THE
lar action.
days of the five following months, from one at
a straw, and the Sanative being recommended ail the great names that have adorned tbe
It
assuages
pains
in
Biles
and
Abscesses.
LITERARY OMNIBUS;
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said by three physicians who had used it in their annals of the medical profession, and war
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed days.
practice, she concluded to give it a trial. I sent ranted by the seal and signature of long and
Furnishing Kooks by Mail Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
JOHN STORER, ?
and purchased a vial, which she commenced uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
AT
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
JOHN POWERS, s Commisslone,staking three times a day, giving a free indul reasonable demand upon the public confi
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
JVewspwper Postage I ! !
gence to her appetite according to the directions. dence, when he claims for it a superior con
Sanford, January 5, 1838.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
By pursuing this course, she suffered consid sideration.
erably for the first eight or TEN DAYS, but
ALDIE’S LITERARY OMNIBUS cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
&iiip
Timber,
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
was shortly able to eat and drink freely, without
has now been in existence twelve lic with the full assurance that it far excels
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
the
least
inconvenience.
the
opodeldocs
and
liniments
of
the
present
"WANTED
by
the
submonths, and has enjoyed during that period
Within four weeks from her first using the enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
’
scriber, of the fola very extensive share of public favour. It day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only
medicine, her feeble and wasted form began to thority in existence condemns it, every medi
lowing
descriptions,
viz
:
wanted
to
give
it
the
decided
preference
to
has furnished for two dollars and a half, re
50 floor and rising timbers, 18 feet long, to put on now strength, and she has been gaining cal practitioner that is acquainted with if*
prints of London books which cost there over every thing else. Many physicians of em
from day to day until the present moment, to freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ;
fifty-seven dollars ! in addition to a large inence have used this ointment and extol its be 15 inches deep on the keel and 13 inches the utter astonishment of our family, physician and that the latter should do so in opposition
thick, to rise from 18 inches to a sharp rising. and friends. She is now enjoying a comfortable
amount of literary matter, reviews of new merits.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
100 Naval Timbers, 13 feet long, 15 inch (though not perfect) state of health, is able to be to their personal interests, must be attributed
books, tales, and domestic and foreign news.
either to their candor and love of truth, or lo
about house and to attend church.
The original proprietor, intending to de riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his es deep on the keel and 12 inches thick.
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
100 Lower Futtocks, 8 feet long, 11 by 12
Mrs. Sherwood and myself are both fully of
vote his time and attention to his other peri daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
inches.
the opinion, and so are all who know her re servation, and the testimony of thousands.
odical works, has disposed of his interest in and envelopes each vial.
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
50 Upper do. 7i feet long, 11 by 12 inches, markable case, that she owes her life to the
the Omnibus to the preserH publisher, who
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
S
anative
alone
;
and
as
there
are
probably
ma

preparation
accompany
each
box.
This
oint

White
Oak.
will make no farther change in its general
75 tons White Oak Timber, 18 feet long ny consumptive people in the United States, who eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
character than issuing it from another office, ment is safe and speedy in its operation, it
have not heard of this medicine, measures ought mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
and changing its name from “ Waldie’s” to contains no mercurial or other deleterious in and upwards, to square 9 inches and upwards. speedily to be adopted to have it more generally the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
gredients, so common in many ofthe popular
Probably some smaller crooked Timbers
“ Brown’s.”
known.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
would be received.
Brown’s Literary Omnibus will be issu ointments in use.
A number of persons in this neighborhood, I
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
For all of which fair prices will be given. understand, are taking it for other serious com the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
ed every Friday morning, printed on excel
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
WILLIAM GOOCH.
lent paper of a large size. It will contain,
plaints, with very great benefit.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
Wells, Dec. 27, 1837.
1 think of going to the South with my family
1. Books, the newest and best that can externally. Directions accompany and envel
sometime this fall, and in case 1 do, I will pro diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the dir
be procured, equal every week to a London ope each vial.
claim the virtues of the Sanative in that quar gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There PURE SPERM OIL,
duodecimo volume, embracing Novels, Trav
ter
; for though some of the physicinns here are whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
never
was
an
article
introduced
into
the
els, Memoirs, &c., and only chargeable with
actively
to it, I do sincerely believe it dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
“
healing
art
”
surpassing
this,
for
burns,
biles,
RS
GALLONS Pure Win- saved myopposed
newspaper postage.
wife from an opening grave.
purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
2. Literary Reviews, Tales, Sketches, No cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
‘ ter Strained Sperm Oil.
If
you
think
this
letter will serve the public pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
2000 gallons Bleached do.
tices of Books, and information from the inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
good, you ere at liberty to publish it.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
500 “' Pure Fall do.‘
world of letters of every description.
Respectfully, &c.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
500 “ Pure Summer do.
3. The news of the week, foreign and do ordinary way as you would any other poul
D. F. SHERWOOD.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
mestic.
The subscriber having established a Facto
Testimony No. 2.
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
The price will be two dollars per annum to case may require. There is another kind ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
[From the Brunswick Advertiser.]
clubs of five individuals. To clubs of two j which is called superfine for internal use. All article constantly for sale at the Factory in
“ One person in our village, who was consid petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
individuals, two dollars and ahalf or five dol I may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol- Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
lars for the two. Single mail subscribers, I man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal ered by his physician to be in a Consumption, head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and
has taken the Sanative, and is now well.
A- uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
three dollars. Mail remittances to be post I Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti to any manufactured in the United States.
nother person, subject to epilecfic fits, has been state ofthe fluids—in all these cases, and in
cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diarpaid.
ALEX. H. LADD.
greatly benefitted by a short course of this
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf. Medicine. There ean be no question but this others mentioned in the bills of direction»
As the arrangements for this undertaking ! rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
are all completed, the proprietor asks from tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
Medicine has performed wonderful cures in a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
a generous public that consideration to (I throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
Notice.
host of cases, and that it is worthy of general at terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT*
which so diffusive a scheme of circulating 1 application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
AME into the enclosure of the subscri tention.”
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This
knowledge and amusement is entitled.
ber, in November last, a young
Testimony No. 3.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
SHEEP, with a crop from the right ear and
The first number of the New Series com medicine is recommended by the first medi
A certificate from three members ofthe Medical
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial,
menced on the fifth of January, 1838, from cal gentlemen in our country for the above a slit in the same. The owner is requested
Profession, in Germany, in Europe.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
to prove property, pay charges and take her
which period or from any future date new complaints. Directions to each package.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
subscribers may commence.
LEMUEL MILLER, Jun.
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough away.
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Kennebunk-port, January 7, 1838.
We, the undersigned, practitioners of medi
(Jy5’Postmasters and agents for periodicals Syrup is a most valuable medicine for looscine in Germany, are well aware, that by our EVANS can conscientiously request confi
throughout the Union and Canada are re-:! ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
dence.
JVO TICE.
course we may forfeit the friendship of some of
guested to act as agents for the Omnibus, and ! are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val- ~~~
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
HE subscriber having contracted with the faculty, but not of its benevolent members,
I uable for children, in cases of whooping
communicate with the proprietor.
the town of Kennebunk, to support who are uninfluenced by selfish motives. of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Editors of newspapers who receive cough, chin cough, &c.
Though we shall refrain from an expression of Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
this number, by inserting the prospectus four
our opinion, either of the soundness or unsound submitted by the following important and ex
times conspicuously, and forwarding a copy two to four spdonsfull, as the case may re gives notice, that he has made suitable pro ness of Dr. Goelicke’s new doctrine, we are traordinary cures effected by their highly
to this office, will be entitled lo a free ex quire. Children from one to two teaspoons vision for them, and hereby forbids all per happy to say that we deem his Sanative too val medicinal qualities—all of which may be
sons harboring or trusting any ofthe Paupers uable not to be generally known ; for what our
ful I.
change for twelve months.
at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal of said town on his account or on account of eyes behold and our ears hear, we must believe. seen
Address, post paid.
7, Division street. One or two of these he
culated to correct the bile and create an ap the town, as he will pay no bill for their
We hereby state, that when Dr. Louis Offen
WILLIAM BROWN.
Goelicke first came before the German public, as herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
No. 50 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia. petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and support.
ting public.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
the pretended discoverer of a new doctrine and
may be freely used both as a restorative and
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
a new medicine, we held him in the highest con
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
to
prevent
disease.
Directions
with
the
vial.
NEW GOODS
tempt, believing him and openly pronouncing thanks of one who has been a great sufferer tor sev
Holman’s Drops for Fits.—A great number
him to be a base impostor and the prince of eral years, for the great benefit she has received from,
Cheese.
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
H. GOULD has just received an addi- rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
FBS. of a superior quality quacks. But, on hearing so much said about the has suffered with pain and distress in lhe head, a light'll
just received from New Sanative, against it and for it, we were induced, ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
• tional supply of GOODS, consisting of falling sickness, have been radically cured aisE '
from motives of curiosity merely, to make trial tation of ffie heart ; exercise would almost overcome
in part of the following :
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions York and for sale by
of its reputed virtues upon a number of our most her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
1400 yards Brown Sheetings ;
WILLIAM
LORD
&
Co.
accompany each vial.
hopeless patients ; and we deem it our bounden complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Dec. 16, 1837.
200 lbs. Batting—first quality ;
duty (even at the expense of our self-interest) out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
2 pieces Blue Broadcloth ;
' *
publicly to acknowledge its mighty efficacy, in life comfortably again.
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
istory of kennebunk-port, curing
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y;
1 “ Inv. Green do. ;
not only consumption, but other fearful
every possible advantage over that in its
from its first discovery by Bartholo maladies, which we have heretofore believed in Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
1 “ Dahlia
do. ;
crude state.
mew Gosnold, May 14, 1602, to A. D. 1837.
curable. Our contempt for the discoveror of this have been so unwell that I was unable to attend ta
Cassimeres and Sattinetts ;
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough By Charles Bradbury. Just published and medicine
was at once swallowed up in our utter my business, and for tbe last 4 or 5 months was confin
Cotton Flannel ; Tabby Velvet;
powder is a most valuable remedy for com for sale by
D. REM ICH.
astonishment of these unexpected results ; and as ed to ;ny room ; my complaints were rheumatism, paint
Bishop’s Lawn; Swiss Muslin ;
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, w ith
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1837.
an amend for our abuse of him, we do frankly continual
Scarlet Twill’d Flannel ;
pain and dizziness in my head; 1 used’differ-»
longstanding. It has been long tested and is
confess
to
the
world
that
we
believe
him
a
phi

ent kinds of medicine without effect, uniil 1 commenced
Bleached Cotton Diaper ; Linzey ;
recommended to the public as one of the
lanthropist, who does honor to the profession taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills:
Crash ; Blue Drilling ;
most valuable medicines now in use.
and to our country, which gave him birth.
tlieir beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Striped Shirting ;
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
The recent adoption of this medicine into most my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
White and Colored Cambricks;
lasses on going to bed.
of our European Hospitals is a sufficient guaran to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
Calicoes ; Stay-lacings ;
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This
HE character of this celebrated Oint ty that it performs all it promises. It needed not
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st. *
Factory Warp ; Cravats ;
our testimony, for wherever it is used, it is its
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
Dr. Wm, Evans.
ment
stands
unrivalled
for
being
a
safe,
White Worsted Yarn ;
own
best
witness
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
He therefore need only add that bis
Blk.
do.
do. :
Herman Etmvllkr, M. D.
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Blue mix’d do. do.;
W
alter
V
an
G
ault
,
M.
D.
produces a healthy state of the bile.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
his excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Brown Unen ; Twist ;
Adolphus Werner, M.D.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
Italian Sewing Silk, &c. &c. &c.
Germany, December 10, 1836.
panied
with
great
debility,
was
recently
cured
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square*
—also—
(^OLIVER BOURN Agent for Ken New York, and of his authorised agents in
this place, in the çourse of three days, by which are so eminently useful for removing
Rice ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Pork ; Beans ; in
nebunk
and
Kennebunk-port.
the
powder.
Directions
with
the
box.
all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
town and country.
Tea ; Winter and Summer Oil; Paints, and
Also a very general assortment of medicin Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by
The above medicine is for sale by most of the
Paint Oil ; Spirits Turpentine ; Window
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
Post Masters in America.
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
Glass ; Wood Saws and Frames—and many al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
hand
at
wholesale
and
retail,
at
as
accommo

ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
other articles not mentioned.
where persons may apply for sub Agencies. ’
dating prices on commission or other ar Wholesale by W.C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Kennebunk-port, January 20, 1838.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk $
Eeather Preservative
rangement, as at any other large establish and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N*
Marsh
& Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
ment in the Union.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders
Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
DR. A. G. FENNER,
ATRIDGE’S Leather Preservative for Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & WashDr. Holman is general Agent for that val to beaddressed lo L. Thwins, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
ESPECTFULLY tenders his services as
rendering
Boots
and
Shoes
impervious
- ----------------------- ................ — burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell*
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the uable medicine,
Pig Wanted
to water, while it softens and improves the Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, OldFOSTER'S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE.
inhabitants of Alfred and vicinity.
ANTED, immediately, a barrow PIG, leather..
An excellent article, also, for town
Bangor ; Samuel
‘V”*« ; Duren & Thatcher,
a u«>vucm xjaugvf
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif- ’
weighing from forty to one hundred , Chaise <tops, Harnesses, &c. &c.
’ ‘
D Co. Belfast; Barker
.
Jackson
&
Neal, Wis^
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s , Esq.
j ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old pounds.—Enquire of the Printer.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath,
Dec. 30, 1837.
3m.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, I pdiKennebunk, Jan. 4, 1838.
‘ Dec. 2,
February 18, 1837,
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strongly predisposed.
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